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ABSTRACT

Vocabulary Aequisldon and the Generation E fkct
by
Barbara Anne Badgett
Dr. Alice J. Corkill, Examination Committee Chair
Associate Professor o f Educational Psychology
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
This study investigated two methods o f inducing the Gene-ation Effect and how its
principles might be incorporated in vocabulary acquisition. Subjects attempted to learn
22 unfamiliar vocabulary words under one o f three conditions: 1) defnition-only control
subjects repeatedly wrote each word and deGnition; 2) sentence generation subjects wrote
each word and deGnition and then wrote a meaningful sentence using that word; and 3)
deGniGon generation subjects read the words embedded in context saitences and
extrapolated and wrote the word meanings. Subjects were tested following a distracter
task, 48-hours later, and again 21-days later. SigniGcant main effects were found for
encoding condiGon and Gme o f test, with no signiGcant interacGon between the two.
Sentence generaGon subjects performed better than the other two groups o f subjects and
subjects performed best at immediate recall, followed by 48-hour and then 21-day
delayed recall. The results are interpreted with respect to a levels-of^processing
explanaGon.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study was to investigate multiple &cets o f the Generation EQect.
The accepted deGnition o f the Generation Ef&ct is that there is better retention Gar
material that is self-generated as compared to material that is sinqzly read (Slamecka &
Gra^ 1978; Graj^ 1980). In most studies o f the Generation EGect, researchers have
interpreted this deGnidon to mean that subjects should create examples that are related to
the to-be-leamed material. For example, a subject would be asked to learn the deGniGon
o f the word "sprat." The subject would be given the word and the deGniGon and would
be instructed to "generate" a meaningGil sentence using the word propeGy. An
altemaGve interpretaGon o f the deGniGon o f the GeneraGon EGect might require that
subjects generate the meaning o f to-be-leamed material instead. For example, rather than
giving the subject a term and deGniGon, the subject could be given the term and a
sentence in which the term is used properly. The subject's "generaGon" task, then, would
be to generate the deGniGon o f the term in quesGon. Although this latter method is not
precluded by the generally accepted deGniGon of the GeneraGon EGect, no studies in
which this approach has been used seem to appear in the literature. Therekre, this study
was designed to compare two separate methods o f inducing the GeneraGon EGect.
Even bekre Slamecka and G rafs (1978) ddineaGon o f the phenomena, numerous
researchers attempted to eGectuate the GeneraGon E fkct with diGerent types o f input
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tasks and materials, including paired associates (e.g., Bobrow & Bower, 1969; Hirshman
& Bjork, 1988; McElroy and Slamecka, 1982; Slamecka & Gra^ 1978), unrelated wordword and word-nonword pairs (e.g., McNamara & Healy, 1995), sentence completion
tasks (e.g., Anderson, Goldberg, & Hidde, 1971; & Ghatala, 1981), and sentence
generation tasks (e.g., Denqzster, 1989; & Graf^ 1980). The GeneraGon EGect has beat
obtained with encoding tasks (read or generate) as within-subject (e.g., Graf) 1980;
Hirshman & Bjork, 1988; McElroy and Slamecka, 1982; & Slamecka & Graf) 1978) and
between-subject vanables (e.g., Anderson, Goldberg, & Hidde, 1971; Ghatala, 1981;
Hirshman & Bjork, 1988; McNamara & Healy, 1995; & Slamecka & Gra^ 1978).
Several possible interpretaGons for the GeneraGon EGect have been explored: 1) depth of
processing, semanGc or lexical acGvaGon (e.g., Anderson, Goldberg, & Hidde, 1971;
Bobrow & Bower, 1969; Ghatala, 1981; Gra^ 1980; Hrshman & Bjoik, 1988; McElroy
& Slamecka, 1982; Slamecka & GraJ^ 1978); 2) eGbrt (e.g., Slamecka & Gra^ 1978;
McElroy & Slamecka, 1982); 3) cue-target relaGonship enhancement (e.g., Gra^ 1980; &
Slamecka & Graf) 1978) 4) cognitive procedures (e.g., McNamara & Healy, 1995; &
Slamecka & Graf) 1978); and 5) multiple factors (e.g., Hirshman & Bjork, 1988).
The nature o f the research conducted related to the GeneraGon EGect is broad and
complex. Some experiments may not appear to be directly related to the current study at
Grst blush, but without exploring them the mulG-facet nature o f the GeneraGon EGect
would be less evident. "MulG-facet nature" in this context refers to the GeneraGon EGect
being evident with the use of vanous materials, tasks, and measures. Therefore, the
following review o f literature consists o f Gve secGons. First, experimental precursors to
the GeneraGon EGect are described. Second, the senes o f Gve experiments conducted by
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Slamecka and Graf (1978), who coined the term "Generation Ef&ct," are explained.
Next, a number of studies designed to further elaborate the Generation E fkct are
discussed. The theoretical interpretation of the Generation EGect for each study
described is presented along with the study itself Following the desorptions o f
experiments related to the Goieration EGect is a section on the eGects of learning
vocabulary Gom context. This literature is especially relevant to the aforementioned
altemaGve deGniGon o f the GeneraGon EGect oGered in the current study where subjects
were required to extract vocabulary word meanings Gom nch context sentences. The
literature review concludes with a descnpGon and raGonale Mr the current study. . The
literature review is augmented by Appendix A, which presents an abbreviated descnpGon
o f all GeneraGon EGect experiments included in the review.
Experimental Precursors to the GeneraGon EGect
Considerable research supports the noGon that generaGon tasks lead to better
comprehension and retenGon than simply reading alone (Slamecka & G raf 1978; G raf
1980). One set of studies is parGculaGy relevant. In this section, the work o f Anderson,
Goldberg, and Hidde (1971) is described in detail. This work is based on the work o f
Bobrow and Bower (1969), who, through a senes o f experiments using noun pairs, found
evidence that generating, as compared to reading, lead to better comprehension which, in
turn, facilitated recall. In another experiment, Bobrow and Bower (1969) found that
creating sentences that were plausible conGnuaGons, elaboraGons, or implicaGons o f the
acGon or state o f aGairs stated in an experimenter-provided sentence facilitated twice as
much learning as did reading aloud the same experimenter-provided sentences three
times.
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With Bobrow and Bower's (1969) work in mind, Anderson et al. (1971), further
investigated whether procedures that require the reader to comprehœd words, rather than
simply say them, would facilitate learning. In their Grst experiment, they compared the
recall o f two groups. The "no blank," or control, group was presented with 24 complete
sentences. The "blank," or experimental group, was presented with the same 24
sentences with the last word leA blank. Subjects in the "blank" group were asked to
generate the last word o f each sentence. Subjects in both groups read the sentences aloud
during 4-second intervals in the study sessions. The blank group was asked to produce
the missing word as they read. In the test sessions, all subjects were presented with the
subject nouns o f each sentence as retrieval cues and were asked to produce the last word
in that parGcular sentence. The "blank" group outperformed the "no blank" group on all
recall tests. With this evidence, Anderson et al. (1971), argued that a "blank" forces
semantic encoding o f the other words in the sentence and that semanGc encoding is the
precursor to learning.
In a second experiment, Anderson et al. (1971), added a backward associaGon test to
the experimental procedure. The backward associaGon was included in order to ensure
that greater recall by subjects in the "blank" condiGon was the result o f last-word-in-thesentence generaGon and not because o f similariGes between encoding and retneval
procedures. In the backward associaGon test, subjects were asked to produce the subject
noun of each sentence given the last word o f the sentence.
Subjects woiked with three lists o f sentences. One third o f the subjects started with
each list. H alf o f the subjects received the backward test Grst and half received the
forward test Grst. The "blank" group outperformed the "no blank" group regardless of
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test format. Anderson et al. (1971) conduded that procedures that force meaningful
processing o f sentences facilitate learning.
Bobrow and Bower (1969) and Anderson et al. (1971), were likely the Grst to noGce
the Generation EGect. Subjects were required to produce (generate) infbrmaGon under
controlled condiGons. Subjects who generated outperformed subjects who did not.
Slamecka and Graf (1978) further invesGgated this phenomenon. In the next secGon,
Slamecka and Grafs (1978) work is described in detail.
The GeneraGon EGect
In 1978, Slamecka and Graf published a senes o f Gve experiments that invesGgated
whether a self-generated word would be better remembered than one that was externally
presented. In this secGon, each of the Gve experiments is described in detail.
In Experiment 1, subjects were assigned to either a generate or a read-only
experimental condiGon. Subjects in the generate condiGon viewed cards showing a
stimulus word and the initial letter of a response word (e.g., rapid-f). H alf o f the generate
subjects were self-paced and the other half viewed the cards at a 4-second presentaGon
rate. Subjects were instructed to say the stimulus and response words once for each
presentaGon. Subjects in the read-only condiGon viewed cards showing the stimulus and
response words (e.g., rapid-6st). H alf o f the subjects were self-paced and the other half
were timed at 4-second presentaGon rates. A ll subjects' memones o f response words
were tested with the same recogniGon test. Paired associates were presented under Gve
encoding rules: 1) associate, for example, lamp-light; 2) category, for example, rubydiamond; 3) opposite, for example, long-short; 4) synonym, for example, sea-ocean; and
5) rhyme, for example, save-cave. A list o f 100 items, 20 per rule, was presented
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individually on index cards. Cards were blocked by rule, whereby rules were presented
together, with the order of rules varied across subjects. Subjects in the generate condition
knew which rule they were supposed to use in order to complete each paired associate.
A t recogniGon, for each o f the lOO-paired associates, subjects viewed the Grst word
o f the pair along with three potential associate words: one word was a response or
appropnate target word and the other two were distracters. Using a mask to cover the
other items, subjects were exposed to each set individually. They were instructed to
circle the response word that was introduced or generated at the time o f input and to rate
their conGdence in each forced choice by using a 5-point scale Gom 1 (no conGdence) to
5 (high conGdence).
Subjects in the generate condiGon performed signiGcantly better than subjects in the
read-only condition. There were no diGerences for timed versus self-paced and the
magnitude o f the generaGon eGect did not vary across rules. Subjects who generated
response words were able to more accurately and conGdenGy recognize them across rules
and at aG paces.
In Experiment 2, Slamecka and Graf (1978) set out to invesGgate whether the
GeneraGon EGect would persist if subjects were exposed to both generate and read-only
condiGons. In this experiment, encoding task (generate, read-only) was a within-subject
Gctor and all subjects viewed paired associates Gom the previously descnbed Gve rules.
The experiment also included a between-suhjects factor: informed versus uninformed o f
the pending recogniGon test. Rule blocks o f 20 were divided into subsets o f 10 for
generate and 10 for read-only presentaGons. At a 4-second presentaGon rate, all subjects
were presented with half o f the response words to read and half to generate. The same
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recognition test was used for both groups, but the subjects were not asked to give a
conGdence rating; instead, they were asked to indicate, by a "G" or an "R", whether they
had generated or read particular response words at the time of input.
The informed versus uninformed manipulation was inconsequential. In addition,
there was no interaction between rules and generate versus read-only. In other words, the
existence of the Generation EGect for items did not depend on the encoding rule used for
the paired associates. Subjects were able to correctly recognize items with 74 percent
accuracy for allocation o f generate or read input. Thus, recognition and correct allocation
to read or genante were related.
Slamecka and Graf (1978) explained that the results o f Experiment 2 fbUowed the
same pattern as the Gndings in Experiment 1. Accurate recogniGon o f items was related
to the ability to recall the encoding condiGon. In other words, a subject's ability to
correctly recognize target items was related to his/her ability to accurately remember the
encoding task (read-only, generate) used for that item.
The aim o f Experiment 3 was to invesGgate the eGects of generaGon tasks upon
stimulus words. Slamecka and Graf (1978) wished to examine the locus o f the
GeneraGon Effect. They acknowledged that some might argue that the requirements o f
the generation task were such that they demanded a heightened level o f attenGon to all
aspects of the task. I f that were true, subjects would need to more carefully attend to the
stimulus word in order to elicit the intended generate word. By contrast, the read-only
condiGon might not require more than superGcial processing o f the stimulus word by the
subject. ThereMre, the more elaborate processing involved in the generaGon condiGon
would result in supenor retenGon o f both the stimulus and response words in the generate
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condition. Under these circumstances, the term GeneraGow

would not be an

accurate one because the stimulus words had never been generated.
A 2 X 2 X 2 factorial design was used in Experiment 3, with generate versus read-only
as a within-subject factor; stimulus versus response recognition as a between-subjects
factor; and inMrmed versus uninfbrmed o f test as a between-subjects factor. The
stimulus materials included 66-rhyme paired associates (e.g., "save-cave"). Both groups
were presented with half o f the 66-rhyme items under the generate condition and the
other half under the read-only condition. H alf o f the subjects were presented with the
read-only condiGon Grst and the generate condiGon second. The presentaGon rate fbr all
stimulus matenals was fbur seconds. A ll subjects completed two recogniGon tests: one
required recogniGon o f stimulus words while the other required recogniGon o f response
words.
As in E?q)eriments 1 and 2, subjects recognized generated response words
signiGcantly better than read response words. In fact, there was a large generaGon eGect
fbr response words, but not fbr stimulus words. Whether subjects knew of the impending
recogniGon tests was irrelevant. The analysis o f conGdence ratings was conducted only
on correctly recognized items. There was a signiGcant eGect o f generate versus read
only and a signiGcant interacGon between generate versus read-only and stimulus versus
response. The GeneraGon EGect was more prevalent with response, and not stimulus,
with respect to conGdence ratings.
Slamecka and Graf (1978) concluded that responses do show a generaGon eGect, but
stimuli do not. This appeared to be true fbr recogniGon o f stimuli and responses words
and their corresponding conGdence ratings. The results did not support the noGon that a
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generation situaGon leads to heightened attenGon to and processing o f all elanents
involved. The memonal beneGts appeared to apply only to items that were generated by
the subject him or herself
Through examinaGon and interpretaGon o f the results Gom Experiments 1, 2, and 3,
the researchers were saGsGed that the GeneraGon EGect occurred with the use of
recogniGon measures. Experiment 4 was designed to invesGgate whether the GeneraGon
EGect would occur with tasks requiring recall because recogniGon and recall are not
always aGected similarly (e.g., Brown, 1976; Tulving, 1976). Thus, Experiment 4 was
designed to address the possibility that the GeneraGon EGect was limited to situaGons
where the copy cues were present and where the speciGc demands o f recall tests might
not bring out the GeneraGon EGect.
In Experiment 4, generate versus read-only, rules, and tnals were all included as
within-subject factors. For each subject, half o f the presentaGons were read and half were
generated at a 4-second input rate. As this experiment required recall, rather than
recogniGon, only three o f the rule condiGons remained appropnate: synonym, opposite,
and rhyme. Subjects were presented with 20-items per rule (half read and half
generated). A ll subjects were informed o f the pending tests. Five alternating
presentaGons and test tnals were administered with 30-second distracter tasks between
input and recall. At test, subjects were given 4-minutes to engage in Gee recall o f as
many o f the response words as possible.
Subjects recalled signiGcantly more o f the generated items than the read items across
tnals. There was a reliable interacGon o f generate versus read-only across trials. In other
words, on the Grst recall test, subjects recalled signiGcantly more o f the generated items
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than the read items. By recall test number fbur, the diSerence in recall scores fbr
generated versus read-only items had all but disappeared. With the results of this
experiment, the researchers concluded that the Generation EGect manifests not only with
recognition measures, but with Gee-recall measures as well. They asserted that this
extended the GeneraGon EGect's generality and showed that no cues were necessary in
order to bnng about the phenomenon. In addiGon, subjects appeared to leam more of the
generated words Gom subsequait study tnals as opposed to read words. Furthermore,
subjects were less likely to fbrget generated words than read words.
Experiment 5 was designed as a counterpart to Experiment 3. Recall that in
Experiment 3, subjects were tested to establish whether their stimulus word recogniGon
would parallel their recogniGon of generate words. In Experiment 5, Slamecka and Graf
(1978) intended to determine whether stimulus words involved in generaGon tasks would
be better recalled than read stimulus words. In Slamecka and Grafs (1978) words; "The
Met that stimulus recogniGon was not enhanced in that expenment [Experiment 3] cannot
simply be assumed to hold fbr recall as w ell... ."(p. 600).
Experiment 5 employed a 2 x 2 x 5 factorial design, with generate versus read-only as
a within-subject variable, stimulus word versus response word recall as a betweensuhjects variable, and Gve study-test tnals as a within-subject vanable. The same
stimulus materials as in Expenment 3 were used. Two types o f cued-recall tests were
used: one fbr stimuli and one fbr response.
The rules used were synonym, opposite, and rhyme with 10-generate and 10-read per
rule fbr all subjects. A ll subjects were paced at 4 seconds, were presented with Gve
altemating input and test tnals, and were infbrmed o f the pending recall tests. Group one

10
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was asked to recall stimulus words with the response words given as cues. Group two
was asked to recall response words with the stimulus words given as cues. Both groups
were given 5 minutes to complete each test.
Slamecka and Graf (1978) found a signiGcant main eGect fbr generate versus read
only conditions. Across trials, subjects were better able to recall response words Gom the
generate condiGons. The diGerence in recall o f response words under generate
condiGons was more than three times greater than recall o f stimulus words under generate
condiGons, although this diGerence was not supported staGsGcally. Unlike the Gndings
o f Experiment 3, there was not a reliable interacGon between generate versus read-only
and stimulus versus response. The GeneraGon E fkct, however, persisted across all tnals
o f the mulGtrial learning task. The results support the hypothesis that the GeneraGon
EGect extends to cued-recall situaGons. GnportanGy, although the data visually
suggested otherwise, there was no signiGcant interacGon favoring recall o f response
words as opposed to stimulus words fbr generaGon pairs. This was inconsistent with the
Gndings o f Experiment 3.
In summary, Slamecka and Grafs (1978) Gve experiments clearly establish the
existence of the "GeneraGon EGect." The GeneraGon EGect occurs: 1) when a word is
generated under an encoding rule with the presence o f a stimulus word; 2) with Gee and
cued recall measures, cued and uncued recogniGon measures, and conGdence ratings; 3)
with associate, category, opposite, synonym, and rhyme encoding rules; 4) with paced or
unpaced presentaGons; 5) with infbrmed or unifbrmed pending memory tests; and 6) fbr
generated words, but not stimulus words, when measured by cued recogniGon.

11
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Slamecka and Graf (1978) provided seven possible explanations fbr the Generation
Effect: I) levels of processing; 2) stimulus-response relations; 3) previous recall Gom
semantic memory; 4) increased eGbrt; 5) excessive tagging o f nodes, resulting in more
access routes; and 7) response emission without copy prompts. They only discussed the
Grst three possible explanations in detail. First, they addressed the qualitative principle
that the deeper or more elaborate the processing, the better the memorial beneGts (Craik
& Lockhart 1972). That is, deeper processing is semanGc in nature, whereas shallower
processing o f infbrmaGon is more concerned with the superGcial features o f input (e.g.,
acousGc or visual). Three problems with the plausibility o f this explanaGon were
idenGGed: 1) diGerenGal attenGon to stimulus and response hems; 2) perfbrmance on
rhyme rule items; and 3) the idea that generaGon intrinsically entails deeper processing
than reading. In the fbUowing secGon, each o f these concerns is descnbed bneGy.
First, Slamecka and Graf (1978) suggest that if the levels o f processing explanaGon
were accurate, the stimulus words would receive at least as much processing attenGon as
the response words. I f the stimulus words were not processed sufBciently, then the
appropnate response could not be obtained. As it is necessary fbr the stimulus to be
encoded to at least the same depth as the response it evokes, it follows that the stimulus
should enjoy memonal beneGts similar to that o f the response. Experiment 3 tested fbr
the memonal beneGts o f the GeneraGon EGect in the recogniGon o f stimulus words. The
results showed that the stimulus words did not experience the memonal beneGt o f the
GeneraGon EGect.
Second, Slamecka and Graf (1978) contend that the ifiyme rule should have produced
a relaGvely shallow level o f processing as conq)ared to the associate, category, opposite.
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and synonym ndes, because it deals with acoustic information. Under the levels of
processing explanation, it would follow that the rhyme rule should not evoke the
Generation EGect. In none o f the experiments did the memorial beneGts o f the
GeneraGon EGect fail to surface fbr the rhyme rule. Slamecka and Graf (1978)
explained, "The stability o f the eGect hardly invites a TeveT explanaGon" (p.602).
With respect to the third concern, Slamecka and Graf (1978) coiyecture that the act of
generaGon, regardless o f encoding rule, might intrinsically necessitate a deeper level of
processing than does the nearly automaGc act o f reading. They admitted that validating
experiments would be necessary in order to give this idea substance, because they lacked
any pnor assessments o f the processing depths charactensGc o f generaGon versus
reading.
An addiGonal explanation provided by Slamecka and Graf (1978), was that the
generaGon task might have fbrced distinctive encoding o f the relaGonship between
stimulus and generated response words, whereas the act o f reading the stimulus and
response words would not necessitate any r^istraGon o f that relaGon. Regardless o f the
Act that all subjects were infbrmed o f the operative rule that bound the words, it is
plausible that the items that were read did not encourage the use o f that infbrmaGon, as it
was not necessary in order to complete the task o f reading the paired-associates. Thus,
the encoding o f the paired-associates that were read m i^ t have lacked relaGonal
speciGcity. In Slamecka and GraFs (1978) words, "To the extent that such
distinctiveness is a Actor in memory, the GeneraGon EGect might be accommodated" (p.
603). Slamecka and Graf (1978) further elaborated, "This noGon is evidently a salient
one, since it occurred independently to the authors and to the editorial reader." (p. 603).
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The third explanation of the GeneraGon EGect oGered by the researchers was the idea
that the iniGal recall, or generaGon of the response word, imparts memonal beneGts of
that same material on subsequent tests. They suggest that the act o f generaGon is actually
an instance o f recall Gom semanGc memory. That is, that in the experimental instances
o f generaGon, the subjects neither learned, nor created, anything new. By generating,
subjects sinqrly retneved existing inMrmaGon Gom their knowledge base with the aid of
encoding rules, stimulus words, and the Grst letters o f response words-to-be-generated.
The overt responses, or generaGons, then, are actually episodes that are later tested Mr
retenGon. There were no recall-based episodes involved in the read-only tasks, as all
responses were simply given. Thus, the memorial beneGts enjoyed by subjects in the
generaGon condiGon are due to their having been previously recalled. Eventually,
Slamecka and Graf (1978) admit that this is hardly an explanaGon as it merely restates
the phenomenon it is attempting to explain. "That is, that a generated word is better
remembered than one that was read because it was generated (recalled)" (Slamecka &
Graf) 1978, p. 603).
Slamecka and Graf (1978) established the existence o f the GeneraGon EGect with the
use o f paired associates. Subjects in read-only condiGons were provided with stimulus
and response words associated by experimenter provided rules (i.e., associate, category,
opposite, synonym, and rhyme). Subjects in generate condiGons were provided with
stimulus words and the Grst letter o f the response word and were to generate the response
word associated with the stimulus word according to experimenter provided rules. They
compared perMrmance o f subjects in read-only condiGons with perMrmance o f subjects
in generate condiGons on measures o f recogniGon o f stimulus and response words, cued
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recall o f stimulus and response words, and Gee recall o f response words. GeneraGon
advantages were found with encoding tasks as within-and between-subjects Actors and
by all measures employed. Slamecka and Graf (1978) explored several possible
explanaGons fbr the GeneraGon Effect advantage, (e.g., levels o f processing, sGmulusresponse relaGons, and previous recall Gom semanGc memory), but committed to none.
Slamecka and Grafs (1978) work led to further invesGgaGons o f the phenomenon. In
the next secGon, several studies designed to extend and elaborate the GeneraGon EGect
are descnbed in detail.
Further ExaminaGon o f the GeneraGon EGect
Five sets o f studies designed speciGcally to further explore the GeneraGon EGect are
included in this secGon o f the literature review. For simplicity, the studies are arranged
in chronological order. The studies descnbed invesGgate the GeneraGon EGect with a
variety input tasks and materials, including: sentence construcGon tasks (Gra^ 1980),
sentence compleGon tasks (Ghatala, 1981), paired associates (McElroy & Slamecka,
1982; Hirshman and Bjork, 1988), and word-nonword pairs (McNamara & Healy, 1995).
Several explanaGons fbr the GeneraGon EGect phenomenon are explored in the fbllowing
literature, including: 1) depth o f processing, semanGc or lexical acGvaGon (Ghatala,
1981; Graf) 1980; Hirshman & Bjork, 1988; McElroy & Slamecka, 1982); 2) cue-target
relaGonship enhancement (Graj^ 1980; Hirshman & Bjork, 1988); 3) cognitive procedures
(McNamara & Healy, 1995); and 4) mulGple factors (Hirshman & Bjork, 1988).
In 1980, Graf reported a senes o f Gve experiments designed to address a vanaGon o f
Bobrow and Bower's (1969) comprehension interpretaGon o f the GeneraGon EGect. The
comprehension interpreAGon is that generated material, as compared to material that is
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simply read, is comprehended better and because comprdiension is better, it is
responsible fbr superior retention. Graf (1980) suggested that it was possible to view
comprehension Gom an organizational perspective. The apparent memorial beneGts o f
the GeneraGon EGect might be a result o f better comprehension, a matter of organizaGon,
or both.
Graf (1980) asserted that an organizaGonal theory approach could account fbr the
memonal beneGts of the GeneraGon EGect, because generating a sentence results in an
enhancement in the integraGon or interword organizaGon o f the sentence. In G raf s
(1980) words, "Comprehension o f a sentence implies that the words o f the sentence have
come to fbrm an integrated, weU-organized, infbrmaGonal unit" (p. 317). Previous
research had already established that better organizaGon o f to-be-rememberedinfbrmaGon resulted in better recall o f that infbrmaGon (e.g., Tulving, 1962; 1966).
Therefbre, it was likely that increased interword organizaGon o f generated sentences
could account fbr the memonal beneGts o f the GeneraGon EGect.
If this organizaGonal explanaGon o f the GeneraGon EGect held true, then the eGects
o f generating would be inGuenced by Actors that aGect the integraGon or interword
organizaGon of sentences. That is, because meaning is an important organizaGonal
dimension fbr words, it would fbllow that meaning would also aGect the interword
organizaGon o f sentences. Therefbre, meaningful sentences would be easier to integrate
then nonmeaningful sentences.
If generating a sentence results in increased integraGon or interword organizaGon of
that sentence, then the amount o f this integraGon would depend on the ease with which
the sentence is integrated. A meaningful sentence would be more easily integrated than a
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nonmeaningful sentence. As a result, generating a meaningful sentence would lead to
better perfbrmance than reading a meaningful sentence: In contrast, generating or
reading a nonmeaningful sentence, which does not oGer such a basis fbr integration or
interword organization, would not produce memorial beneGts. Graf (1980) presupposed
that if a test that was sensitive to integration were used, then the size o f the GeneraGon
EGect would interact with the meaningfulness o f the input sentence, because meaningful,
as compared to nonmeaningful, material would be better integrated during input. Thé
Gve experiments conducted by Graf (1980) designed to test this explanaGon o f the
GeneraGon EGect are described next.
The Gve experiments were similar and all used the same stimulus materials. Four sets
o f sentences were used: 1) meaningful read, 2) meaningful generate, 3) anomalous read,
and 4) anomalous generate. The basic design included the presentaGon format or
processing condiGon (read-only versus generate), as a within-subject factor and input
material (meaningful or anomalous) as a between-subjects factor.
In the read-only presentaGon fbrmat, subjects were presented with meaningful or
anomalous six-word sentences on a computer screen. The grammar o f the sentences was:
arGcle (the), adjecGve, noun, verb (-ed), arGcle (the), and noun. The anomalous
sentences consisted o f a random arrangement o f the content words Gom the meaningful
sentences; however, no meaningful arrangements o f the words were fbrmed. The two
sets o f sentences were used in read-only condiGons. Each sentence appeared on the
screen fbr eight seconds and subjects were instructed to "simply read the sentence out
loud, loudly and clearly, exactly once without errors" (Gràf) 1980, p. 319).
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For the generate presentation format, a list o f randomly arranged content words, with
the subject noun clearly delineated, was shown on the screen fbr eight seconds. Subjects
were instructed to generate the sentence in their heads, using the speciGed grammar, and
then to say the sentMice out loud. The generated anomalous sentences consisted o f a
random arrangement o f the content words o f the meaningful sentences, where no
meaningful arrangements o f the words were fbrmed.
In all experiments, subjects were given pracGce trials. Subjects who were unable to
complete input tasks without errors were excused Gom the experiment. All subjects in all
experiments were inMrmed o f pending memory tests.
In Experiment 1, the input consisted o f 16 criGcal sentences. Subjects assigned to the
anomalous and meaningful condiGons both received 8-read presentaGons and 8-generate
presentaGons that were blocked in fburs. The order o f presentaGon was alternated
between subjects. FoUovmtg the input, subjects were given 6 minutes to complete cued
recall tests that consisted of random listings o f the verbs used in the 16 cnGcal sentences.
They were instructed to wnte the cnGcal sentence or any part o f the sentence that had
contained each verb.
SigniGcant main eGects were fbund fbr materials (meaningfulness o f input sentences)
and processing condiGons, with a signiGcant interacGon between the two. SpeciGcally,
subjects in the anomalous SMtence condiGon performed similaGy regardless o f
processing condiGon (read-only, generate). W ith respect to the meaningful sentence
condiGon, generate subjects signiGcantly outperformed read-only subjects. Subjects in
the meaningGil sentence condiGon, regardless o f processing condiGon, outperformed
subjects in the anomalous sentence condiGon, regardless o f processing condiGon.
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E?q)enment 2 wa&cKxachicteclin CMnier to determine whether the absence o f a generation
eSect for the anomalous condition was due to the extremely low level o f recall.
Experiment 2 was identical to Experiment 1, except that subgects viewed all input
sentences three times instead o fjust once. The Generation Ef&ct appeared for subjects in
the meaningful input condition, but not for subjects subjected to anomalous input. There
was a main efkct for materials, processing conditions, and an inteiiction between the
two. The Endings replicated those in Experiment 1 and extended to multiple
presentations. The withstanding pattern o f results and the substantial increase o f
performance after three study trials attested to the robustness o f the Generation ESect.
Although not identiGed by the author, this "robustness" might have been an artifact o f
spaced presentations of the input material.
A comparison o f the data E-om Experiment 1, which employed single study trials, and
Experiment 2, which oEered three consecutive study trials before testing, presented an
opportunity to examine the eSects o f study trials on recall in the meaningful and
anomalous condiEons. Graf (1980) suggested that the addiEonal trials in Experiment 2
would result in a greater beneEt to subjects in that experiment when compared to the
performance o f subjects in Experiment 1. A Mest between the size o f the eSect found in
Experiment 1 and the size o f the eSect found in Experiment 2 showed only
nonsigniEcant marginal beneEts. Graf (1980) suggested that subjects in the meaningful
sentence condiEon continued to beneEt &om generating, as opposed to reading, over
study tnals. Subjects in the anomalous condiEon also beneEted Eom addiEonal study
tnals. In order to more clearly assess the eEects o f processing condiEons as a funcEon of
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study trials and to examine the influence of mulEple tests, Graf (1980) conducted a third
experiment.
Experiment 3 was similar to Experiment 2, except that subjects were tested after each
o f the three study trials. Graf (1980) used a 2 x 3 x 2 design with processing condition
(generate or read-only) and trials as within-subject factors and materials (meaningful or
anomalous) as a between-subjects Actor. Analysis o f the results revealed: 1) that
subjects were better able to recall in the meaningful than in the anomalous condition; 2)
increased recall performance over study trials; 3) a generation eSect in the meaningful
condition, but not the anomalous condition; and 4) the endurance o f the Generation EGect
over study trials in the meaningful condiEon. A repeated measures analysis o f vanance
showed a signiEcant main eSect for material and trials, as well as interacEon eSects for
matenal with tnals, material with processing condiEon, and trials with processing
condiEon. No other analyses reached signiEcance.
Graf (1980) concluded that there was Aster acquisiEon o f meaningful matenal, as
opposed to anomalous material, over learning trials. This was thought to be due to the
ceiling effect expenenced by subjects in the generate condiEon. In other words, subjects'
combined recall performance for each material type was greater across trials A r the read
only condiEon than the generate condiEon. The results o f Experiment 3 essenEally
correspond to those o f Experiments 1 and 2. There was no evidence A r the GeneraEon
Effect in the anomalous condiEon over a range o f perArmance levels. In the meaningful
sentence condiEon, the GeneraEon Effect endured over study trials and only diminished
when recall neared the ceiling in the meaningflil-generate condiEon.
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One result o f Experiment 3 was not consistent with the results ofE?q)eriments 1 and
2. In Experiments 1 and 2, there was a marginal increase in the magnitude o f the
Generation Effect over study trials. This was not the case in Experiment 3. Graf (1980)
argued that the multiple test experiences awarded the subjects in Experiment 3 an
opportunity to monitor recall performance and, perhaps, realize the ineffectiveness of
reading as a learning strategy. This may have motivated the subjects to put Arth more
effort in the learning o f the material, hence the differences between Experiments 1, 2, and
3.
Experiment 4 differed slightly Aom Experiments 1,2 , and 3. Here, Graf (1980) used
two groups o f 24 subjects, with half o f each group receiving anomalous input and half
receiving meaningful input. H alf o f each input type was under generate conditions and
the other half was under read-only conditions. One group received one exposure to the
input list and the oAer group received two consecutive inputs. AnoAer change in
Experiment 4 was Ae use o f a subject-paced, word-pair recognition test, rather than a
timed, cued recall test.
The recognition test required subjects to view a list o f noun-pairs that all originated
&om the input materials. Some of the nouns pairs were identical to Ae input materials
(intact pairs); others were not (broken pairs). Subjects viewed one pair at a time and
were asked to inAcate wheAer Aey had seen the pair in the input list. Graf (1980)
expected that a subject's ability to recognize intact pairs and reject broken pairs would
depend on whether the words were well organized during input. Thus, he expected
perArmance to be better A r subjects in the generate than in the read-only condition w iA
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meaningful matenal. In addition, he predicted similar levels o f performance between
read-only and generate conditions A r anomalous material.
For each subject a difference score was obtained A r generate and read condiEons.
Analysis o f Ae mean difference scores indicated: 1) better perArmance A r meaningful
pairs than anomalous pairs; 2) better overall perArmance A r Ae group w iA two
presentaEons; and 3) a generaEon effect on meaningful material A r boA groups, but no
sign o f Ae GeneraEon Effect A r anomalous materials. Subjects in Ae two-pres6ntaEon
group Asplayed better, Aough not signiEcantly, perArmance A r Ae read-only versus
generate pairs. Analysis o f vanance w iA material and group as betWeen-subjects factors
and processing condiEon as a within-subject factor supported Ae difference score
Endings. Hence, there was a main effect A r material and group as well as interacEon
effects A r matenal w iA group and A r material wiA processing condiEon.
Grafs (1980) Endings A r Experiment 4 supported his assumpEons. The
Asadvantage in grouping a string o f unrelated words was demonstrated in Ae main effect
A r matenal. The group effect illustrated an overall increase in perArmance w iA two
exposures compared to one. The interacEon o f Ae materials vdA group suggested that
subject perArmance was supenor when the ii^mt material was meaningful. Graf (1980)
explained that Ae interacEon o f matenal w iA processing condiEons implies that
generated sentences are more likely to be integrated than read-only sentences. This
appeared to be true only A r meaningful matenal, however, as Aere was litEe difference
in perArmance between processing condiEons wiA anomalous matenal.
The overall Endings o f Ae word-pair recogniEon tests in Experiment 4 concurred
with those of Ae cued-recaH tests in Experiments 1, 2, and 3. Graf (1980) interpreted the
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consistent EnAngs o f the GeneraEon Effect in meaningEil conAEons coupled w iA its
absence under anomalous condiEons to mean that meaningEilness o f material is crucial to
the GeneraEon Effect. W iA the above four experiments he established that generating, as
apposed to reading, tended to result in better semanEc interword integraEon of words in
sentences. A his EAh experiment, he invesEgated a different type of organizaEon w iA
respect to Ae GeneraEon Effect.
A Experiment 5, Graf (1980) sought to establish wheAer Ae GeneraEon Effect was
solely localized to interword organizaEon or wheAer it also inEuenced mtraword
organizaEon. Graf (1980) deEnes intraword organizaEon as Ae sensory and perceptual
integraEon o f a word, apart Eom its relaEon to oAer words. He hypothesized that
generating might require more attenEon to mAvidual words m anomalous sentences than
m meaningEil sentences, because anomalous sentences are not semanEcally constrained.
He surmised that it might be inherent m generaEng that mAvidual words are exammed
more closely and more oAen than m readmg. W iA this, he presupposed that just as
generating ampliEes the mterword organizaEon o f sentences, the signiEcant amount o f
attenEon awarded to mAvidual words under generate conAEons might result m an
increase in intraword integraEon. Reading, which does not necessitate as great an
amount of attenEon to mAvidual words, might have less o f an effect on intraword
organizaEon.
The same input materials were used m Experiment 5 as m Ae previous Aur
experiments. Subjects were randomly assigned to meaningEil or anomalous sentence
condiEons and were presented w iA 32 sentences. H alf o f the sentences A r each group
were shown m generate Armat and half were shown m read-only Armat. AEer mput, all
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subjects were given a Yes-No recognition test. One- hundred-twenty-eight Astracter
nouns were used on the test. The Astracters and all o f the nouns that were included in the
input sentences were presented on a computer screen one at a time. Subjects were
instructed to inAcate whether Aey recognized each word Aom the input materials by
depressing the Yes button or the No button on Ae computer keyboard. The test was
subject-paced and required approximately 10 minutes to complete.
A difference score was obtained A r each subject in boA conAtions. A generaEon
effect A r boA meaningAl and anomalous input matenal was present. Tho^e was a main
effect A r processing condiEon, w iA no oAer signiEcant effects.
These results were used to support the idea that the beneEcial effect o f generating, as
opposed to reading, is not unique to interword organizaEon o f input sentences. A order
A r a subject to generate a sentence wiA experimenter provided words, m an
experimenter speciEed sentence Aame, Ae subject must closely attend to Ae given words
and decide where to place them. Simply reading expenmenter provided sentences Ad not
demand such close attenEon to individual words. Graf (1980) explamed that the data
supported Ae idea that close examinaEon or attenEon to mAvidual words results m an
increase in intraword organizaEon.
Graf (1980) suggests that two patterns emerge Aom Ae results o f Ae Eve
experiments. First, there was an mteracEon between the input processing condiEon
(read-only versus generate) and Ae meanmgEAiess o f input sentences. Graf (1980)
mterprets this Ending o f the GeneraEon Effect w iA meaningEil mput material, and its
absence wiA anomalous input material, to illustrate Ae essential nature o f
meanmgAlness m Ae GeneraEon Effect. He contends that one consequence o f
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generating, versus reading, is a higher level o f interword organization o f input sentences.
The apparent critical nature o f meaningfulness in Ae GeneraEon Effect led him to
surmise that the interword organization involved was semanEcally based. When
anomalous matenals were used, Ae generate and read-only condiEon performance scores
failed to Averge.
Second, a generaEon effect was found that was independent o f meaningful input
materials. Graf (1980) contends that Ae beneEcial memorial consequences o f Ae
GeneraEon Effect are not unique to interword organizaEon o f words in sentences. The
act o f generaEng a sentence requires that subjects pay close attenEon to individual words
in order to properly place each o f them into Ae experimenter-speciEed sentence Aame. It
is this close attenEon that produces an increase in intraword organizaEon.
A summary, Graf (1980) concludes that generaEon offers memonal beneEts by
mcreasmg Ae degree o f mterword and intraword recognizability o f mAvidual words.
That is, generating likely mvolves more semanEc processing than readmg w iA boA
sentences and mdividual words— levels o f processing.
Ghatala (1981) sought to mvesEgate wheAer a non-generaEon task that mduced
meaningful representaEon and/or organizaEon o f to-be-remembered material would result
m a retenEon advantage over read-only tasks and be comparable to generaEon tasks.
SpeciEcally, she sought to test wheAer cogniEve operaEons involved m generaEng had
special mnemonic value. I f this were correct, Aen a non-generaEon task that mduced
meanmgfhl representaEon and/or organizaEon would not lead to a retenEon advantage
similar to Aat o f a generate task. A order to test these hypoAeses, Ghatala (1981)
compared Ae retenEon o f material learned in read-only, generaEon, and judgment tasks.
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The subjects m (Hiatala's (1981) study were sixty 6* and 7* grade students (mean
age = 12.5 years) who attended midAe school in a midAe-class urban neighborhood. An
equal number o f 6* and

graders were randomly assigned to each o f the three

conditions. Subjects were tested individually and were presented with sentences on 5 x 8
inch index cards at 5-second presentation intervals. Each o f the sixty subjects was
assigned to one o f the three conditions: generate, judgment, or read-only. The subjects in
Ae generate conAtion were presented w iA each o f Ae 27 sentences w iA a blank in place
o f Ae last word. The subjects were asked to read the sentence alOud and offer Ae word
A ^ most obviously Et Ae blank as they read. Subjects in the judgment condiEon were
provided w iA intact sentences wiA the last words underlined. They were to read the
intact sentences and then judge, by saying "yes" or "no", wheAer Ae last word correctly
completed the sentence. Subjects in Ae read-only condiEon were instructed to read each
sentence aloud twice. A ll subjects were inArmed o f the retenEon test to Allow.
The matenals used were taken Aom Anderson, et al. (1971) and consisted of 24
sentences. A addrEon to Aese sentences, Ghatala (1981) added three Eller sentences.
The three Eller sentences were not tested, but were used m an attempt to maintain Ae
attenEon of subjects m Ae judgment condiEon. The last word o f a Eller sentence was not
determmed by Ae preceding words of Ae sentence. RaAer, Ae last word was a sentence
low probability word (e.g., "MoAers usually make delicious ^ples").
Forward and backward cued recall tests were given to all subjects Allowing the
presentaEon o f Ae sentences. For boA tests, subjects were presented w iA 5 x 8 mch
mdex cards, each showmg a single cue. On the Arward test, subjects were offered
subject nouns Aom Ae input sentences as cues and were asked to say the last word o f A e
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sentence Aom which the subject noun came. On the backward test, subjects were oAered
Ae last word o f Ae input sentences as cues and were asked to respond orally wiA Ae
subject nouns Aom Ae appropriate sentences. The order o f the tests was counteAalanced
across subjects in order to insure that Ae generation group did not enjoy memorial
beneEts Aom posiEve transfer Aom sAdy task to test, since the two activities were more
similar m the generate condiEon than in Ae read-only condiEon (Kane & Anderson,
1978).
Data were analyzed using a 3 x 2 analysis o f variance w iA encoding condiEon (read
only, generate, judgment) as a between-subjects variable and type of test (Arward,
backward) as a within-subject vanable. Newman-Keuls compensons between encoding
condiEons showed that subjects in Ae generate and judgment condiEons outperArmed
subjects in Ae read-only condiEon, but Ad not differ Aom one anoAer.
The results supported Ghatala's (1981) hypothesis that a task that induces meaningful
representaEon and/or organizaEon o f to-be-remembered matenal would lead to memorial
beneEts over a read-only task and be comparable to a generate task. Ghatala (1981) did
not End support A r Ae hypoAesis that the cognitive operaEons involved in generaEng
inArmaEon Aom semanEc memory have special mnemonic value beyond optimal
processing o f Ae matenal. Generating the last words of Ae sentences did not lead to
better retenEon than judging the correcAess o f Ae last words o f intact sentences. Ghatala
(1981) claimed that Ae judgment task likely induces the same type o f meaningful
representaEon and/or organizaEon o f the input material as Ae generaEon task. Judgment
and generaEon tasks Ad produce better recall than read-only tasks, presumably because
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Ae read-only tasks could be completed with superGcial analysis o f the sentoices—levels
o f processing.
Ghatala (1981) investigated wheAer a non-generation task that induced meaningful
representation and/or organization o f to-be-remembered material (judgment task) would
result in a retenEon advantage over read-only tasks and be comparable to generaEon
tasks. She found that Ae judgment task Ad result in this advantage over the read-only
task w iA performance comparable to that resulting Aom Ae generaEon task. Thus, she
concluded that cognitive operaEons involved in generating had no special mnemomc
value, bA instead claimed that Ae judgment task and generaEon task likely induced the
same type o f meaningful representaEon and/or organizaEon o f the input matenal. She
essenEally attnbuted the supenor performance o f subjects assigned to judgment and
generaEon tasks over Ae performance o f subjects assigned to read-only tasks to the read
only tasks having been completed w iA superGcial analysis o f the sentences— levels of
processing. This is in dAect contrast to what would be found by McNamara and Healy
(1995) some 13-years in Ae future. McNamara and Healy's (1995) set o f sAAes w ill be
Ascussed later in this review. Next, McEAoy and Slamedca's (1982) attempt A d a ii^
the cogniEve mechanisms responsible for Ae GeneraEon Effect w ill be Ascussed.
W iA Grafs (1980) work, as well as oAer research, in mind, McEAoy and Slamecka
(1982) suggested two mutually exclusive interpretaEons A r Ae GeneraEon Effect. One
category includes all interpretaEons that implicate semanEc memory or a person's
existing general knowledge (Gra^ 1980, Anderson, Goldberg, & Hidde, 1978; Slamecka
& Graf 1978). The oAer category does not implicate semanEc memory as Ae locus o f
Ae effect. Aistead it postulates generaEon supenorAy to be due to the intnnsic
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dijSerences between the tasks o f generating and reading (Jacoby, 1978; Slamecka & Gra^
1978).
Seeking to investigate these two interpretations of the Generation Effect, McElroy
and Slamecka (1982) ran a series o f three experiments that examined the memorial
beneEts of generating material w iA which subjects could not have had prior knowledge
bases or semantic histories: nonwords. In Ae Allowing section, each o f Ae three
experiments is described.
A list of paired-associates, including word pairs and nonword pairs, was used in
Experiment 1. Nonwords pmrs were related by a Armai letter transposiEon rule; word
pairs were related by an opposites rule. Read-only and generated words could be
elaborated semanEcally, but processing was required only o f the generated words. In
contrast, A was impossible to process nonwords semanEcally, regarAess o f read-only or
generate condiEons. Thus, McEAoy and Slamecka (1982) claAned that a generaEon
effect wiA nonwords would support the hypoAesis that Ae generaEon act in and o f itself
somehow facilitates better retenEon. If^ on Ae oAer hand, the magniAde o f the
GeneraEon Effect were less wAh nonwords, Aen semanEc memory would be implicated.
For Experiment 1, two sets o f mput matenal were used: 1) read material consisted o f
60 items, 30-word pairs and 30-nonword pairs and 2) generate material consisted o f 30stimulus words wAh Ae Erst letter o f the response words and 30-stimulus nonwOrds wAh
Ae Erst leAa^ o f the response nonword. A 2 x 2 x 2 factonal design was employed^ wAh
item type (word, nonword) and task (read-only, generate) as within-subject Actors, and
presentaEon rate (timed, self-paced) as a between-subjects Actor. A yes-no recogniEon
test was used to measure retenEon. This test consisted o f random presentaEon o f 60
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responses and 60 distracters. The retention o f encoding task was measured A r read-only
versus generate and word verais nonword item types.
Subjects were presented with a deck of 60 cards containing all 60 pairs in random
order. For generated items, subjects were to provide Ae opposites A r stimulus words and
to use a letter transposition rule to provide responses to nonword stimuli. The lettertransposidon rule required Ae Erst three letters o f Ae stimulus to be put in backward
order aAer Ae consonant provided as the Erst letter (e g., "dand— snad"). Subjects spoke
Ae stimulus and response words aloud. Timed subjects were allotted 6 seconds to
complete the task A r each pair, only Aen could they move on to the next pair. Selfpaced subjects were allowed to move to Ae next pair when Aey uttered the stimulus and
response words on Ae present card.
AAer input, a 30-item recogniEon test was given in which subjects were to inAcate
whether a response word had occurred at input by circling a Y or N . At the same time,
subjects used a scale Aom 1 (no conEdence) to 5 (high conEdence) to inAcate Aeir level
o f conEdence as to A e accuracy o f Aeir response. AAer Ae recogniEon test, subjects
completed task allocaEon tests. Subjects were presented w iA two lists: words and
nonwords. They were to inAcate, by wnEng a "G" or an 'fR," wheAer they had
generated or read the word at input. They also gave a conEdence rating as to Ae
accuracy of Aeir response. Subjects were required to mark 15 items as "G" and 15 items
as "R" in order to control A r response biases.
Analysis o f variance was perArmed w iA presentaEon rate (Emed, selApaced) as a
between-subjects factor, and task (read-only, generate) and item (word, nonword) as
within-subject factors. There were signiEcant main eAects A r all factors. Timed
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subjects performed better than self-paced subjects. McElroy and Slamecka (1982)
suggested Aat this was likely because Ae timed subjects were Arced to spend more time
on a pair than selfpaced subjects. RecogniEon was better A r words than A r nonwords
and bietter A r generate than A r read-only items. There was as signiEcant interacEon
between task (read-only, generate) and item type (word, nonword). SpeciEcally, a
generaEon effect surfaced only A r words.
Analysis of conEdence ratings showed that Emed subjects were more conEdent than
selfpaced subjects. A adAEon, all subjects were more conEdent on words and generate
items. There was not a signiEcant interacEon between item type and task. Analysis of
variance o f the allocaEon data showed that timed subjects were more accurate than self
paced subjects and that A r boA presentaEon rates, judgment accuracy was better on
words than on nonwords.
Results Aom analysis o f the conEdence rating A r correctly allocated items were in
concurrence wiA Ae above Endings. Again, timed subjects were more conEdent than
selfpaced subjects and all subjects were more conEdent wiA words than w iA nonwords.
ConEdence was higher wiA generated items than w iA read-only items. The interacEon
o f item type (word, nonword) and task (read-only, generate) was also signiEcant.
SpeciEcally, subjects reported higher conEdence levels A r generated words.
McElroy and Slamecka (1982) subjected allocaEon data (wheAer subjects had read
or generated an item at input) to an analysis o f variance, which revealed that accuracy
was signiEcanEy better A r timed than selfpaced conAEons. BoA timed and selfpaced
condiEon subjects were signiEcantly more accurate in their task allocaEons w iA words
than nonwords. Similar results were Aund when conEdence ratings for correctly
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allocated hems were analyzed. Timed subjects were more conEdent than selfpaced
subjects, all subjects were more conEdent with words than nonwords, and conEdence was
higher A r generated hems. A signiEcant interaction was Exmd A r hem type (word,
nonword) and task (read-only, generate). SpeciEcally, subjects Asplayed a higher level
o f conEdence A r generated words.
McElroy and Slamecka (1982) interpreted the results o f this experiment to mean that
Ae Generation Effect is semanEcally based. Ahhough they were able to support the
semanEc memory interpretaEon o f Ae effect, they explained that Ae results were not
sufBcient to completdy reject Ae alternative hypoAesis—that generaEon supenority is
due to Ae intrinsic differences between the tasks o f generaEng and reading. A Aeir
words, 'Tt is possible that the GeneraEon Effect may have been Aund w iA nonwords if
the overall level of perArmance had been higher, or if a diffo^ent testing procedure had
been used" (McElroy & Slamecka, 1982, p. 254). Based on this coigecture, Aey
designed a second experiment to determine \Aether Ae results o f Experiment 1 would
generalize to a mulE-trial Aee recall situaEon.
A Experiment 2, twelve subjects completed Eve sAdy-test trials and the list o f 30
words was omhted, as Ae Acus o f the experiment was on nonwords. McElroy and
Slamecka (1982) used a 2 x 5 factorial design w iA task (read-only, generate) and tnals as
whbin-subject Actors. The same nonword pairs and procedures were used as m the Erst
experiment. Subjects were inArmed o f the pending Aee-recall tests that were given after
each of the Eve tnals. Read-only and generate items were arranged m random order and
occurred equally as oAen. Subjects were timed at 6 seconds per presentaEon. Subjects
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counted backwards A r 30 seconds aAer input and then were allocated 4 minutes to
complete Aee-recall tests.
No generation effect was Aund A r nonwords. Surprisingly, the read-only condition
perArmed marginally better on all Eve tests. The effect A r trials was signiEcant,
indicating that learning had taken place over the Eve learning trials. Trials did not
interact with task. ThereAre, Aere was no generaEon effect w iA nonwords on any o f the
trials or across tnals.
The hypoAesis that generaEon always results in better retenEon was not supported.
McElroy and Slamecka (1982) explained two reservaEons Aey had regarding these
Endings. First, they quesEoned wheAer something parEcular to the letter transposiEonrule Aey used, and not Ae nonsemanEc nature o f the nonwords, may have been
responsible A r A eir inability to End Ae GeneraEon Effect w iA nonwords. Second,
generated nonwords were not familiar to subjects: generated words were. Subjects were
visually and acousEcally familiar w iA generated words and generated words had actual
meanings. Conversely, subjects had never previously seen or heard Ae nonwords.
Though generate and read-only nonwords had equal acousEc exposure, Ae same cannot
be said A r visual exposure. Subjects never acAally viewed generated nonwords during
input. The researchers furAer explained that this inequity might have negated any beneEt
the generaEon task may have otherwise yielded. A third experiment was designed to
address these reservaEons.
A Experiment 3, m order to adAess concerns about Ae letter-transposiEon rule
employed in Experiments 1 and 2, boA a leEer-transposiEon rule and a rhyme rule were
used. McElroy and Slamecka (1982) raEonalized their use o f the rhyme rule by Ae Act
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that rhyme rules had effectuated the Generation Effect in previous experiments
(Slamecka & Graf^ 1978). A order to address the inequity of visual exposure o f words
and nonwords m Experiments 1 and 2, the researchers modiEed the mput procedure. All
mput items were presented to subjects twice m succession: Erst, m a read:-only or
generate Armat, and Aen m a read-only Armat A r all subjects. This procedure
guaranteed visual exposure to Ae nonwords.
Sixteen subjects parEcipated m Experiment 3. A 2 x 2 x 5 design was used w iA
rules (letter-transposiEon, rhyme), tasks (read-only, generate), and trials (Eve) as withmsubject Actors. There were two lists o f the 24 nonword pairs. Thé Erst Eme subjects
encountered Ae stimulus matenals, the 24 nonword pairs were a mixture of read-only and
generate. The second Eme subjects encountered stimulus materials, all 24-nonword pairs
were presented m Ae read-only fmmat. Twelve pairs on each list were associated by
rhyme rule and 12 pairs were associated by letter-transposiEon rule.
Subjects sAdied the Erst list o f 24 nonwords blocked by rule (the 12 lettertransposiEon rule items were chunked togeAer and the 12 rhyme rule items were
chunked togeAer), with read-only and generate items occurring randomly within Ae list.
Items were exposed at 5 seconds per presentaEon. The second presentation o f Ae list
immediately Allowed Ae Erst and all stimulus materials were m the read-only Armat. A
boA cases, Ae subjects uttered Ae sEmulus and response words aloud. AAer mput,
subjects counted backwards A r 30 seconds and then completed a 3-minute wntten Aee
recall test of Ae response words. The test cycle was completed Eve times w iA Ae same
lists but the order o f items vaned across tnals.
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No generation e ff^ was found with Ayme or letter-transposiEon rules on any trial or
across trials. The only effect Aund was A r tnals, indicating that learning had taken
place.
McElroy and Slamecka (1982) thought that their inability to End a generaEon effect
could have been a result of the input procedures. SpeciEcally, Aey suggested that having
subjects read the response immediately after generating it may have in some way negated
any potenEal beneEts that might have oAerwise been gained by the act o f generation. A
order to address this concern, A ^ conducted an extension to Experiment 3. A this sAdy,
they tested 8 subjects w iA Ae same extended procedure, but w iA words under rhyme and
opposite rules and a singe sAdy-test tnal.
An overall generaEon effect was obtained. There was a signiEcant interacEon for
task and rule. A simple effects test revealed that Aere was a generaEon effbct A r rhyme
pairs only. The means A r generate opposites were higher than those A r read-only
opposites, but Ae difference did not reach signiEcance. McElroy and Slamecka (1982)
concluded that it was the nonsemanEc nature o f Ae matenal used m Experiment 3, and
not the exposure condiEons, that led to the absence o f Ae GeneraEon Effect with
nonwords.
A McElroy and Slamecka's (1982) three-plus experiments, they were repeatedly
unable to mvoke a generaEon effect w iA nonwords. A contrast, a generaEon effect was
easily Aund with words, but when the stimulus materials were not units m semanEc
memoiy, no generaEon advantage was obtamed regardless o f variaEons m testing
procedures, encoding rules, and presentaEon procedures.
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Ruling out several artifactual explanaEons A r this outcome, McElroy and Slamecka
(1982) concluded "with some conEdence" that Ae memonal beneEts that are usually
associated w iA the generating are not a direct consequence o f the act o f generating.
Thus, Ae advantages cannot be attributed to any intrinsic aspect o f Ae generaEon task
such as increased efArt or greater congruity between sAdy and test condiEons. Instead,
Ae researchers concluded that the lexical status o f Ae stimulus materials was Ae crucial
factor resulting in a generaEon advantage.
McElroy and Slamecka (1982) explained that, "The generaEon task may activate
more o f the attributes associated in semanEc memory A r generated responses than would
be activated by the read task" (p.258). This would better enable a learner to access traces
o f generated than read-only responses, because generated traces would be more elaborate
in Ae amount o f inArmaEon encoded during input— levels o f processing. A order to
EnAer explam Ae locus o f semanEc-memory involvement m Ae GeneraEon Effect,
McElroy and Slamecka (1982) provided the Allowmg anecdotal report.
McElroy and Slamecka (1982) apparently Aund a generaEon effect A r opposites and
rhyme-ruled word-word pairs, but not A r word-nonword rhyme-ruled pairs (e.g., jatelate). They Ailed to report any speciEcs o f the experiment that produced Aese results,
bA noneAeless concluded that this Ending was mconstant w iA the lexical acEvaEon
view, "...unless one assumes that Ae presence of a nonword stimulus inhibits acEvaEon
o f Ae response word's node ... m semanEc memory" (p.258).
A sum, McElroy and Slamecka (1982) concluded that memorial beneAs of Ae
GeneraEon Effect are not an automaEc consequence o f Ae act o f generating. RaAer the
beneEts appear A rely on the mvolvement, at some level, o f semanEc memory.
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Finding the interpretations o f the Generation Effect incomplete, Hirshman and Bjoik
(1988), through a series o f Aur expenments, investigated possible explanations A r Ae
Generation Ef&ct. They concentrated on rdational and item-speciEc Aeones. Based on
research by Glisky and Rabinowitz (1985) and Gardner and Hampton (1985) they
asserted that the reladonal explanation was not sufBcient to explain the Generation
Effect. Their Erst research quesEon was whether a one-factor, item-speciEc explanaEon,
such as Ae lexical-acEvaEon hypoAesis, was sufBcient to explain the ef&ct. Their
second research quesEon was wheAer cued- and Eee-recall measures would be
differenEally affected by relaEonal and item-speciEc factors.
Undergraduates served as subjects in all four experiments and the mput matenals
were Ae same A r Experiments 1, 2, and 3. Two lists o f 14-word pairs were devised and
served as Ae to-be-remembered materials. The 14 stimulus words were the same and
were presented in the same order on boA lists. For one list^ the odd numbered stimulus
words were paired wiA their Erst associates and the even numbered stimulus words were
paired wiA Aeir third associates. For Ae oAer list, Ae odd numbered stimulus words
were paired wiA Aeir third associates and the even numbered stimulus words were
paired wiA Aeir Erst associates. A 14-page booklet was constructed A r each list w iA
one pair typed on each page. The read-only groups received booklets that had Ae
stimulus and response words printed on each page. The generate groups received
booklets that had the stimulus words Allowed by Engments o f the response words
printed on each page. For boA condiEons, a line was printed below Ae sEmuhisresponse pair A r a wntten response. Cued and E"ee recall measures were used. The cued
recall test ofkred a randomized reordering o f stimulus words w iA spaces provided A r a
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written response next to each word. For the &ee-recall measure, subjects were given a
piece o f paper and were asked to offer the response words they had studied at input
Word-search puzzles were used as distracter tasks.
Experiment 1 was speciEcally designed to ascertain the relative sizes of the
Generation Effect as measured by &ee and cued recall. In a 2 x 2 x 2 mixed Actoiial
design they included encoding task (read-only, generate) and type of test (free recall,
cued recall) as between-subjects factors and associative strength (Erst, third) as a withinsutject Eictor. The associative strength factor was included in order to determine if cued
recall was more sensitive to relaEonal Actors than E"ee recall. Hirshman and Bjork
(1988) hypoAesized that if cued recall was more sensitive, Aere would be better
performance A r Erst associates than third associates. A tests of E"ee recall there would
be a smaller advantage, if any, A r recall o f Erst associates compared to third associates.
Eighty subjects parEcipated in Experimœt 1.
Subjects in Ae generate condiEon were told that they would be given a word and
some letter cues o f a related word. They were to Egure out the second word and write
boA words in the space provided. The read-only subjects were told that they were to
read the two related words presented and Aen to wnte boA words in Ae space provided.
All subjects were given 10 seconds per word pair and were inArmed that A eir memory
would be tested, but details were not provided.
Subjects in the Eee-recall condiEon were given word search puzzles to work on A r
Eve-minutes. Subjects m Ae cued-recall condiEon were required to work on word
puzzles A r a total o f 20-minutes. This discrepancy was included in order to avoid
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potential ceiling effects on the cued-recall test. AAer subjects Anished their condition
speciAc word puzzles, they completed the appropriate recall test.
The Arst and last pairs studied at input were not used in analysis and served as
primacy and recency buffers. Thus, Ae analyses were conducted on six Arst associate
and six third associate pairs. There were signiEcant main effects A r encoding task (read
only, generate) and type o f test (Aee recall, cued recall) More pertinent to Ae research
quesEon, Ae GeneraEon Effect was larger in Ae cued-recall measure than in Ae Aeerecall measure. A other words, there was a signiEcant interacEon between encodmg task
(read-only, generate) and test type (Aee recall, cued recall). Planned comparisons w oe
conducted and revealed that Ae GeneraEon Effect was signiEcant m cued recall, but not
m Aee recall.
More interestmgly, Aere was a signiEcant interacEon betweai test type and
associative strengA (Erst, third). Third associates were better recalled than Erst
associates when measured by Aee recall, bA Erst associates were better recalled than
third associates when measured by cued recall. Planned comparisons were conducted
and revealed that boA differences were signiEcant.
Experiment 1 was speciEcally designed to ascertam Ae relative sizes of Ae
GeneraEon Effect measured by Aee and cued recall. The analyses revealed that the cuedrecall measures showed a signiEcantly larger generaEon effect. The associaEve strengA
factor was included m order to determme if cued recall was more sensitive A relaEonal
Actors than Aee recall. The analyses revealed that cued-recall measures were more
sensiEve to relaEonal factors than Aee recall. Hirshman and ^ o rk (1988) did not believe
that an item-speciEc explanaEon under Ae lexical-acEvaEon hypoAesis was sufBcient to
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explain these Endings. Therefore, they designed a second experiment to address Aeir
concerns aboA Ae larger generaEon effect obtained in cued-recall measAes, as opposed
to Aee-recall measAes in ExperimeA 1. A lA^shman and Bjork's (1988) words, " If Ae
size o f the GeneraEon Effect were to be sensitive to the levd of performance, Ae Type o f
Test X Encodmg Task iAeracEon Aund in ExperimeA 1 migA be due to the diffèreA
perArmance levels o f Aee recall and cued recall" (p. 487).
A order to adAess the aAremenEoned concerns, the rAenEon mterval was
lengthened to 48-hours A r Ae cued-recall measure m ExperimeA 2. This was done m an
attempt to reduce Ae level of perArmance o f the cued-recall group to Ae level of
perArmance o f the Aee-recall group. Thus, the meAods m the ExperimeA 2 were nearly
idenEcal to Aose o f Experiment I, w iA one excepEon: the cue-recaD group was
dismissed immediately Allowing the compleEon o f Ae mpA task. They returned 48hours later to complAe the cued-recall measure.
Again, analyses revealed that Ae GeneraEon Effect was larger on measures o f cued
recall as opposed to Aee recall, resulting m a signiEcaA iAeracEon between type o f test
and encodmg task (read-only, generAe). Planned compensons revealed a sigmEcaA
generaEon effect for subjects who complAed Ae cued-recall measure, but not A r subjects
who complAed the Aee-recall measure. Once again, as m ExperimeA 1, Aere was a
signiEcant iAeracEon between type o f test and associative strengA. Planned
compansons revealed thA subjects who completed the Aee-recall test better recalled third
associAes as compared to Erst associAes. First associates were signiEcantly better
recalled than third associAes by subjects who complAed cued-recall tests.
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There were âgniEcant main effects A r test type and encoding task. SpeciEcally,
subjects perArmed better on measures o f cued versus Aee recall. A addiEon, subjects in
the generAe condiEon recalled signiEcanEy more items Aan subjects in Ae read-only
condiEon. FurAermore, there was an advantage o f generAe over read-only in Aee-recall
measures A r third associAes. Results Aom Experiments 1 and 2 were then analyzed
togeAer.
Because one purpose o f Experiment 2 was to recreate Ae Aee-recaU conAEon in
ExperimeA 1 m an attempt to determine if Ae modeA nonsigmEcaA advantage o f
generate over read-oAy tasks Aould have been interprAed as a reA difference, a single
analysis of vanance was conducted on Ae Aee recall data Aom Experiments 1 and 2.
Experiment (1 ,2 ) and tasks were used as between-subjects Actors and associaEve
StrengA was used as a within-subject Actor. A signiEcant three-way iAeracEon was
obsAved. SigniEcaA main effects A r encoding task and associative strength were Aso
uncovered.
The three-way iAeracEon between experiment, task, and associative strengA was
examined separAely A r Aee recall conAEons m Experiments 1 and 2. Planned
comparisons were conduAed and revealed thA Ae aicoding task mteraAed w iA
associative strengA m ExperimeA 2, bA not in ExperimeA 1. A ExperimeA 2, generAe
tasks resulted in a numencal advantage over read-oAy tasks A r thnd associates only.
There was a numencA advantage A r boA Erst and third associAes m ExperimeA 1.
Generated items were better Aee recalled than read-only items, as evidenced by Ae main
efkct o f encoding task. ThAd associates were better recalled than Erst associAes, as
evidenced by Ae effèA o f associaEve strength.
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Hirshman and Bjoik (1988) concluded that the Generation Effect when measured via
Aee recall was reliable. In an attanpt to replicate and extend this conclusion, an
extension o f Eigeriment 2 was devised. The Aee-recall conditions Aom Experiment 1
and 2 were replicated, except that prior to input subjects were hdbrmed that they would
be completing a Aee-recall test o f the response items aAer iiqnit. The results replicated
Aose Aom previous Aee-recall conditions. There was a nonsigniEcant advantage A r
generate over read-only condiEons A r boA Erst and third associates. Results Aom the
extension experiment and Aose Aom the Aee-recall conAEons in Experiments 1 and 2
were A « i compared. For this analysis, type o f experiment and encoding task were
between-subjects Actors and associaEve strengA was a within-subject &cAr. Recall was
signiEcantly better in the extension experiment than recall in Experiments 1 and 2, but
type of experiment Ad not interact w iA encoding task. In addiEon, A r all three
experiments, Aere was a signiEcant generaEon effect and third associates were
signiEcanEy better Aee recalled than Erst associAes.
The researchers claimed thA Ae combined results A r Aee recall in Experiments 1, 2,
and the extension, offer evidence thA Aere are small generaEon advantages in Aee recall
when a between-subjects design is employed. They interprAed the results Aom the two
eqieriments and extension as evidence thA a one-factor, item-speciEc theory, such as
lexical acEvaEon, shoAd be ruled oA as sufScieA explanaEon A r Ae GeneraEon Effect,
and thA:
... any Aeory thA accounts for the GeneraEon Effect solely in terms o f the
asserEon thA the generaEon condiEon yields more o f something vis-à-vis Ae tobe-recalled response tenn o f a sAAed paired associate is untenable. It does not
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matter whether the 'something' is lexical features, number o f stored operations or
whatever, (p. 489).
In other words, subjects in the generate condition may beneEt Aom it«n-speciEc
advantages inherent in item content, but generating must also result in some sort of
memorial strengthening that does not occur through reading alone. Hirshman and Bjork
(1988) suggest that this wmeAmg extra is Ae relationship between the stimulus and
response words.
According to this two-factor hypothesis, lArshman and Bjork (1988) expected that
boA relaEonal and hem-speciEc Actors contnbuted to Ae advantages of the act of
generaEon A r cued recall and that only item-speciEc factors contnbuted to the
advantages o f the act o f generating in Aee recall. They explained that because third
associates were better recalled than Erst associAes in Experiments I and 2, this supported
the idea thA stronger relaEons between items in a pan does not necessarily facilitate Aee
recall o f response items. Indeed, it may even inhibit it. As a result, they predicted that it
would be possible to eliminAe Ae GeneraEon EAect in Aee recall wiAout removing the
eSect in cued recall. Experiment 3 was designed to teA this hypothesis.
Experiment 3 dif&red Aom Experiments 1 and 2 in one way, instead of writing the
stimulus and response words A input, subjects in boA read-only and generate condiEons
were instruAed to wnte only Ae response words. Hirshman and Bjork (1988) coAended
thA this change m procedure would focus subjects' attenEon on response words. They
hypoAesized thA this would beneEt the read-only conAEon more than Ae generate
condiEon on measures o f Aee recall. A the generAe condiEon, the response word is
generated immediately beAre it is wntten. As a consequence, the actual writing o f the
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word should be o f little beneGt. By contrast, for subjects in the read-only condition, the
act o f writing the response word should substantially enhance the activation o f responseword-speciGc features in memory. This manipulation should not result in the elimination
o f the Generation EGect in cued recall because it is dependent on both relational and
item-spedGc 6ctors.
For Experiment 3,156 undergraduate students served as research subjects. The
methods were the same as in Experiment 1, except during encoding subjects wrote only
the response, not both the stimulus and the response. SigniGcant eGects for test type and
encoding task were found. More pertinent to the speciGc hypotheses o f Experiment 3,
the Generation EGect surfaced in cued recall, but not in Gee recall. There was a
signiGcant interaction between encoding task and test type. Planned comparisons
revealed that there was a signiGcant eGect o f generation in cued recall, but no eGect of
generation in Gee recall. Interestingly, there was a slight, though nonsigniGcant,
numerical advantage for the read-only group over the generate group on measures o f Gee
recall. As anGcipated, test type interacted with associative strength. Third associates
were signiGcantly better Gee recalled than Grst associates; but on cued recall, Grst
associates were signiGcantly betto^ recalled than third associates.
Finally, there was a signiGcant interaction between encoding task (read-only,
generate) and associative strength (Grst, third). Subsequent analyses revealed a
nonsigniGcant eGect between encoding task and associative strength in cued recall. The
interaction between encoding task and associative strength, however, was signiGcant in
Gee recall. Planned comparisons revealed that subjects in the read-only condition better
Gee recalled Grst associates, as compared to subjects in the generate condition. The same
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was not true for Gee recall o f third associates. Subjects in the generate condition Gee
recalled greater numbers o f third associates, which replicated the results o f Experiments 1
and 2. This pattern o f results appears to support the hypothesis that the GeneraGon EGect
may be eliminated under Gee-recall condiGons. One limitaGon not addressed by
EBrshman and Bjork (1988), however, was the restncGve nature of the stimulus materials.
Nevertheless, Hirshman and Bjork (1988) conclude that the results o f Experiment 3
support their two-factor theory o f the GeneraGon EGect.
Hrshman and Bjork (1988) admit that a problem with their account is that it is
contraiy to previous research Gndings published on the GeneraGon EGect. Several
experiments employing similar matenals and generaGon tadcs have reported large
generaGon eGects with Gee-recall measures. These studies relied heavily on withinsubject designs in which generate and read-only tasks were mixed on one stimulus list.
Hirshman and Bjork (1988) contend that when a whole-list approach (mixing generate
and read-only tasks within one list) is incorporated, read-only and generate items
compete for attenGonal resources which might interfere with one another at recall. Thus,
eGects revealed in favor o f a generaGon task might actually be second order eGects due
to the whole-list design. Paired-speciGc eGects o f generation are those efkcts ascnbable
to generating a response word Gom a related stimulus, as opposed to reading a stimulusresponse pair. Not accounting for whole-list ef&cts, then, could result in the
overestimaGon o f the paired-speciGc eGects o f generaGon. Hrshman and Bjork (1988)
explained, ". ..the use o f within-subject designs can overestimate the size o f the
GeneraGon EGect in Gee recall, and we contend this overestimaGon has obscured the
cnGcal interacGon between type o f test and encoding task reported in this arGcle" (p.
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491). Therefore, they conducted a Gmrth experiment designed to investigate this
concern.
Materials and procedures for Experiment 4 were the same as for E^iperiment 1, with
one major excepGon: encoding task (read-only, generate) was a within-subject factor.
The diSerence between Experiment 4 and Experiments 1 and 2 allowed the researchers to
direcGy test their supposiGons that: 1) the GeneraGon EGect is greater in within-subject
designs than in between-subjects designs; 2) the crucial diGerence between Experiments
1 and 2 and previous Gee-recall experiments in the literature was the use ofbetweensubjects designs; and 3) because o f their confusion between pair-speciGc and whole-list
eGects o f generaGon, previous authors systemaGcally overestimated the average
generaGon advantage as measured by Gee recall and thus concealed a theoreGcally
important test type by encoding task interacGon.
Forty undergraduate students parGcipated in this experiment. HGshman and Bjork
(1988) employed a 2 x 2 mixed Gctonal design with test type (Gee recall, cued recall) as
a between-subjects &ctor and encoding task (read-only, generate) as a within-subject
factor. The within-subject design o f the encoding task required the manipulaGon o f the
input lists. This was done by exchanging items between read-only and generate versions
within the same list. Even-numbered items were switched between read-only and
generate versions on each test. Four lists were created. On two o f the lists, read-only
items were in the odd-numbered list posiGons and generate items were in the evennumbered list posiGons. The opposite was the case for the other two lists. On two o f the
lists, read-only items were third associates and generate items were Grst associates with
the opposite being true for the other two lists. Subjects were randomly assigned to work
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with one of the four lists. This set-up resulted in the counterbalance o f assignment of
read-only versus generate task to list position, item type, and associative relation of that
item across all subjects. In this experiment, unlike Experiments 1,2, and 3, associative
strength was not factorially crossed with encoding task and type of test.
The procedures for Experiment 4 mirrored those Gom Experiment 1, with three
exceptions: 1) instead ofbeing assigned to read-only or generate, subjects were assigned
to one o f four lists; 2) subjects wo-e given examples of read-only and generate encoding
tasks prior to the presentation o f the input list; and 3) only 20 (instead o f 40) subjects
received Gee-recall tests, and only 20 (instead o f 40) subjects received cued-recall tests.
Retention intervals were the same as in Experiment 1: a Gve-minute delay for subjects in
the Gee recall condiGon and a 20-minute delay for subjects in the cued recall condiGon.
Once again, there were signiGcant eGects for type o f test and encoding task. Contrary
to the results of Experiments 1, 2, and 3, there was not a signiGcant interacGon between
encoding task and type o f test. The diGerence between the generate and read-only
condiGons means remained larger when measured by cued recall, as opposed to Gee
recall measures. Plaimed comparisons revealed that the eGect of generaGon was
signiGcant in both cued-recall and Gee-recall measures.
Hirshman and Bjork (1988) concluded that within-subject designs ef&ctuate larger
generaGon eGects that between-subjects designs. When measured by Gee recall, the
diGerence between generate and read-only condiGon means was .28 in within-subject
designs and .07 in between-subjects designs. When measured by cued recall, the
diGerence between generate and read-only condiGon means was .38 in within-subject
designs and .22 in between-subjects designs. In addiGon, consistent with results reported
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by other investigators, the matenals and procedures employed resulted in a large, reliable
generation eGect in Gee recall vdien a within-subject design was incorporated.
When comparing the results Gom Experiments 1 and 4 it is evident that the
Generation EGect was largo^ in Experiment 4 (within subject) than in Experiment 1
(between subjects). This was likely a result of the means of the read-only group in
Experiment 4 being much lower than the means o f the read-only group in Experiment 1.
This was true o f both Gee- and cued-recall measures. The Gee-recall mean fell by .23
Gom Experiment 1 to Experiment 4, while the cued-recall mean fell by .18 Gom
Experiment 1 to Experiment 4. This pattern was interpreted to mean that the larger
generation eGect found in the within-subject design was likely a result o f decline in
performance on read-only items.
The critical Gnding Gom Hirshman and Bjork's (1988) four experiments is the
following: a one-factor theory is not sufBcient to account for the pair-speciGc eGects o f
generation. They viewed these results to be consistent with their two-factor theory.
Their results eGectively demonstrated that the Generation EGect was much smaller
when measured by Gee recall versus cued recall. In addiGon, Grst associates were better
recalled when measured by cued recall. Furthermore, Grst associates were more poorly
recalled with Gee-recall measures.
IGrshman and Bjork (1988) claimed that the above empirical Gets could be e^qrlained
by a theory that views generating as superior to reading as a study condiGon in two
regards. The act o f generaGon better activates features o f the response term in memory
(lexical acGvaGon, item-speciGc theory) and it sGengthens the stimulus response relaGon
(relaGonal theory) in memory. They made two addiGonal supposiGons. First, they assert
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that cued recall is sensitive to stimulus response strength, but is also facilitated by
response activation. They Gnd this to be consistent with the classic view that pairedassociate learning involves response learning in addiGon to stimulus-response
associaGon. There&re, by their account, the GeneraGon EGect in cued recall could be
attnbuted to diGerences in stimulus-response strength and response acGvaGon between
read-only and generate items.
Second, they assumed that the Gee recall o f responses was sensiGve chiefly to
response strength or acGvaGon and was constrained, rather than facilitated, by stimulusresponse strength. This assumpGon is based, in part, on pnor evidence that increased
associaGon reduces access to components o f the unit. This was evidenced by the results
o f the analyses o f Gee recall performance for Grst and third assodates. In eGect, the
GeneraGon EGect found in Gee-recall measures o f response words is attributable to
response strength or activaGon while it is simultaneously inhibited by stimulus-response
strength. That is, in order to access a third associate, Grst associates must be eGbrtfuUy
inhibited. At Gee recall, third associate response sGength would be greater than Grst
associate stimulus response sGength. This would result in increased likelihood o f recall
for the third associate. In other words, because the Grst associate was inhibited at input,
it would be much more diGBcult to access at time o f recall.
In summary. Gee recall in read-only and generate condiGons was better for third
associates than for Grst associates and the contrary was true for cued recall. This is
because stimulus-response sGength fadlitates cued recall, but inhibits Gee recall. In
addiGon, the GeneraGon EGect is larger in cued-recall measures than in Gee-recall
measures. This occurs because stimulus-response acGvaGon and response acGvaGon
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advantages o f generating over reading contribute to the Generation EGkct in cued recall.
Only response activation contributes to the Generation EGect in Gee recall. Furthermore,
modifying the input task by directing read and generate subjects to write only the
response words, instead o f the stimulus-response pair, removes the Generation EGect in
Gee recall, but not cued recall. According to the foregoing arguments, this procedural
change should increase the response activation more in the read-only condition than in
the generate condiGon. Based on Hirshman and Bjork's (1988) theory, this anGcipated
removal o f the GeneraGon EGect in Gee recall is because the eGect depends exclusively
on response activaGon. The GeneraGon EGect should remain for cued recall, as the eGect
in generate condiGons depends on both response acGvaGon and sGmulus-respdnse
relaGon advantages. These parGcular results were obtained in Experiment 3.
Finally, Hirshman and Bjoik (1988) suggest that results Gom within-subject designs
are af&cted by %diole-list factors that decrease performance on read-only condiGons, thus
increasing the appearance o f the GeneraGon EGect. Whole-list interacGpns o f condiGons
on a#enGonal and output processes can eGecGvely be studied through a within-subject
design. If^ on the other hand, the focus o f a study is on the pair-speciGc eGects of
generaGon, a within-subject design is not reliable, as it confounds the whole-list
processes with pair-speciGc processes o f interest. This can obscure the hypotheGcally
important pair-speciGc eGects o f generaGon, such as the afbremenGoned interacGons
between encoding task and type o f test.
Despite Hirshman and Bjork's (1988) painstaking explanaGon for the GeneraGon
EGect, researchers continue to search for the optimal raGonale for the GeneraGon EGect.
McNamara and Healy (1995), for example, o fkr a procedural account (Crutcher &
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Healy, 1989) o f the Generation EGect. In this account, the Generation EGect works
because subjects engage in cognitive operations that serve to connect a question to a
target answer. Cognitive operations or procedures are deGned as mental operaGons that
link a cue, or quesGon, to a target answer. They r^lite that the important factor is the
subject's actual generaGon or producGon o f target items at time o f input. This procedural
account diGers Gom other accounts in that, as the name infers, it is process onented, as
opposed to item onented. It does not focus on the nature o f the generated items or the
relaGonship between such hems, but instead focuses on the actual process o f generating.
This explanaGon does not concern the eGbrt or difBculty involved in such processes, but
the nature o f the cognitive operaGons applied or the interrelaGonship between the
cognitive operaGons performed at study and test.
McNamara and Healy (1995) conducted two experiments designed to test this
theoreGcal explanaGon for the GeneraGon EGect as wdl as to extend the generaGon
paradigm to the invesGgaGon o f skill and knowledge acquisiGon. The Grst experiment
required that subjects engage in math-onented processing. Therefore, it w ill not be
dismissed. The second experiment employed word-nonword pairs as stimulus materials.
In the following secGon it is described in detail.
In Experiment 2, thirty word-nonword pairs were constructed and presented under the
guise that the subjects were to learn foreign vocabulary equivalents o f En^sh words. A
2 x 3 design, with training condiGon (read-only or generate) as a between-subjects 6ctor
and test (pretest, posttest, retenGon test) as a within-subject factor, was employed.
Subjects were presented with the word-nonword pairs in a 10-minute initial study period.
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Subjects were allowed to study the pairs in any manner they wished, but were not
allowed to use paper or pendl.
Immediately following exposure to the lists, subjects were allotted 10 minutes to
complete a pretest. Subjects were given a sheet o f paper with the English word followed
by a blank line and were instructed to wiite down as many foreign words as they could
remember next to the English equivalent. The same procedures were used for the
posttest, which followed training, and the retention test, which was administered one
week later.
During the training period subjects in both conditions were situated in Gont of
individual computer screens and given answer sheets with two or three blanks per line
(depending on training condiGon). For the read-only condiGon, the English words were
presented to the subjects on the computa" screen, at which Gme they were to write that
word in the Grst blank on the answer sheet. They were then to press the space bar, which
caused the foreign word to then appear on the screen, at which time they were to write the
foreign word next to the English equivalent. AGer wnting the fbrdgn word, they pressed
the space bar again, and the next English word appeared and the process was repeated.
Once subjects completed this process with all 30 word-nonword pairs, they were given a
short break. AGer the break they were instructed to press the space bar twice and the list
was presented again. Subjects repeated the process with the same list.
Generate condiGon subjects received slightly diGerent instrucGons. AGer writing the
English word presented on the stzeen, subjects were to aGenqn to remember and write, in
the second blank, the foreign counterpart (which had not yet been shown to them on the
screen). Subjects were required to wnte something on the second line, even if they were
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not certain of their accuracy. AAer writing the English and foreign words, the subjects
were to press the space bar, at which time the appropriate foreign word appeared.
Subjects were to write that word in the third blank on their answer sheet if it was diGerent
Gom the answer they provided on the second blank. They, too, were given a break after
completion o f the entire list and then began the process again. Subjects in both training
conditions were exposed to 14 blocks o f training.
Immediately G)llowing training, subjects in the read-only and generate condiGons
completed a posttest. Subjects were given a sheet o f paper with the English word
followed by a blank line and were instructed to write down as many foreign words as
they could remember next to the English equivalent.
Subjects returned one week aGer training and completed a retenGon test (idenGcal to
the posttest). Following this retenGon test, the experimenters explained to the subjects
the concept o f mnemonics and oGered an example. Subjects were given sheet o f p^)er
with the list o f word-nonword pairs in the same order as shown to subjects during the
initial study period (beG)re the pretest). Subjects were instructed to indicate, by writing
''yes" or "no" next to each pair, whether they had used a mnemonic to try to learn the
pair. I f they indicated that they had used a mnemonic, they were to describe it. I f they
had used a mnemonic but could not remember the details, they were to indicate that they
did not remember the mnemonic.
An analysis o f variance was conducted with condiGon (read-only or gaierate) as a
between-subjects &ctor and test (pretest, posGest, retenGon) as a within-subject factor.
An orthogonal test using a contrast code reQecting learning was conducted between
pretest and both successive tests. A second orthogonal test using a contrast code
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reGectmg forgetting was conducted between posttest and retention test. McNamara and
Healy (1995) expected to Gnd an interaction between training condition and test for the
contrast between pretest and the subsequent tests.
There was no generation advantage for the pretest, but there was a sizable generation
advantage for the posttest and retention test. Analysis o f variance showed a main eGect
for test, TAdiich reflected an improvement in performance Gom pretest to posttest and
forgetting Gom posttest to retention test. Single-degree o f Geedom tests showed that
diGerence between pretest and each o f the following tests (reflecting learning) was
signiGcant. The diGerence between the posttest and retenGon test (reGecGng G)rgetGng)
was also signiGcant. The interacGon o f training condiGon and test was signiGcant.
Simply put, a generaGon advantage was obsaved for the learning o f nonwords.
Through exit interviews, the researchers discovered that many o f the read-only
subjects had tried to recall the foreign words before they ^)peared on the screen.
Therefore, they conducted a separate analysis to ascertain whether there was a main
eGect o f internally generating for the read-only condiGon. Via a median split, six high
and six low internally generate subjects were idenGGed in the read-only condiGon. The
six high internally generate subjects reported internally generating an average o f 97% o f
the time and the six low internally generate subjects reported internally generating 49%
o f the time.
There was a main eGect for test. A ll subjects appeared to have learned between
pretest and posttest. In addiGon, subjects appeared to have fbrgoGen between posttest
and retenGon test. The main eGbct for internally generating was not signiGcant. Mean
diGerences between high and low internally generating subjects, however, were in the
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predicted direction: means for high internal generating subjects were greater than means
for low internal generating subjects. There was no interaction between test and internally
generating. Although there was no staGstically signiGcant dif&rence between
performance for high versus low internally generate subjects, McNamara and Healy
(1995) suggest that the read-only subjects who most oAen internally generated the foreign
words during training may have also used better memorizaGon strategies than the read
only subjects who internally generated less oAœ during training during initial list
exposure.
With req)ect to the aAer-the-fact, self-report mnemonic use, McNamara and Healy
(1995) report no signiGcant diGerences in use o f self-selected nmemonics between read
only and generate groups. Using a median split, McNamara and Healy (1995) uncovered
a staGsGcally signiGcant diGerence between the mnemonic scores of the high and low
internal generate read-only subjects. In essence, subjects in the read-only group who
reported that they internally generated, also reported more mnemonic use, and tended to
recall more nonwords.
To further invesGgate the locus o f the generaGon advantage, McNamara and Healy
(1995) used each subject's mnemonic score as a covariate. The interacGon o f training
condiGon (read-only, generate) and test (comparing pretest and both successive tests)
remained staGsGcally signiGcant, indicating greater learning by generate subjects
regardless of mnemonic coding. An analysis of variance was then conducted with
training condiGon as a covariate. There was a signiGcant interacGon between mnemonic
score and test, indicating better performance for subjects who used mnemonic coding.
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A mnemonic score variable (high or low mnemonic) was created via median split. A
generaGon advantage surfaced for posttest and retenGon tests for subjects with low
mnemonic scores. The generaGon advantage did not sur&ce in any test for subjects with
high mnemonic scores. This means that read-only subjects with high mnemonic scores
(who also tended to internally generate) learned and retained comparably to all generate
subjects. The act o f generating appeared to improve performance only for subjects who
did not automaGcally use mnemonic strategies.
In sum, there was a generaGon advantage for learning non-words in associaGon with
English words at posttest and a one-week retenGon test. Subjects in the read-only
condiGon, who, in training, reported high internal generaGon o f foreign words before they
were exposed to them, recalled 27% more nonwords than subjects in the read-only
condiGon who reported internally generating less oAen.
McNamara and Healy (1995) were able to And a generaGon advantage for the
learning o f nonwords, thus extending the generaGon advantage Aom instances of episodic
memory to the learning o f new matenal. They also Arund superior learning for subjects
who used mnemonic strategies to leam the word-nonword pairs. They found some
support for the predicGon that the generaGon advantage would be eliminated for subjects
who used mnemonic strategies.
The Andings were interpreted to support a procedural account for the GeneraGon
EAect, ".. according to which the criGcal factor leading to a generaGon advantage for
learning new facts or skills is that cognitive procedures be developed during the learning
process and that these procedures be reinstated at test" (McNamara & Healy, 1995, p.
162). McNamara and Healy (1995) deAne a cogniGve procedure as a mental operaGon
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linking a stimulus to a response. In the case of Experiment 2 in vdiich subjects were to
leam word-nonword pairs, the cognitive operation was the subject's process used to
associate the two. By this deSnition, mnemonic links used to associate the wordnonword pairs would constitute a cognitive procedure.

Table 1: Competing Explanations for the GeneraGon EGect
ExplanaGons
Depth o f processing:

DescnpGons
Generated items are processed at a deeper levd and thus enjoy
supenor retenGon.

Increased EGbrt:

The GE is due to an increased amount o f eGbrt or arousal fbr
generated stimulus relative to stimulus that is read.

Cue-target relaGonship

The connecGon Gom the stimulus term to the response term is

enhancement:

strengthened by the act o f generating.

CogniGve procedures:

The cnGcal factor leading to a generaGon advantage is that
mental operaGon linking a sGmulus to a response be
developed during learning and reinstated at test.

MulGple factors:

The GE is due to more than a single factor. Two or more o f
the above explanaGons may be responsible fbr generaGon
advantages.

The above secGon discussed several exploraGons o f the GeneraGon EGect with
mulGple input tasks and measures. The research reviewed provided several explanations
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fbr the phenomœon. These explanations are summarized in Table 1. Based on these
studies, it seems that the Generation EGect could be related to the learning o f new
vocabulary. That is, the acquisition of new vocabulary is not dissimilar to the previously
mentioned paired associate learning tasks. A new word is learned in the way that it
relates to old, or already understood words. Thus, this Anal secdon brieAy discusses the
learning o f vocabulary and the learning o f vocabulary through context.
Learning Vocabulary Aom Context
One way in which people likely leam unfamiliar vocabulary words is based on the
context in which the unfamiliar word is used (e.g., Crist & Petrone, 1977; Gipe, 1979;
Jenkins, Stein, & Wysocki, 1984; Nagy, Herman & Anderson, 1985,). Research that
explores this hypothesis has returned mixed results. Whether research subjects were
spedAcally instmcted to extract word meanings Aom context may play a signiAcant role
(e.g., Nagy, Herman & Anderson, 1985). In addiGon, the nchness o f the context in which
the un&miliar words appear may also inAuence a subject's ability to determine the
meaning o f the word (e.g., Nagy, Herman & Anderson, 1985). In several instances, in
order to produce a more "authenGc" leaming-Aom-context environment (e.g., Gipe,
1979; Nagy, Herman & Anderson, 1985; Jenkins, Stein, & Wysocki, 1984), researchers
have employed unnecessarily complex designs, which result in complicated interacGons
that even the researchers fbund difBcult to explain. Nevertheless, three sets o f studies,
one of which employs a generaGon eGbct-type experimental condiGon, are worth
menGoning.
In order to invesGgate the eGecGveness o f learning vocabulary Aom context, Cnst
and Petrone (1977) compared the eGects o f two diGerent methods o f teaching the
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conceptual meaning o f unfamiliar words: 1) oGering the unAmiliar word and deAniGon
or 2) oGering a context sentence with the unfamiliar word missing.
In their study, 70 undergraduates were to leam the conceptual meanings o f 15
vocabulary words: 35 subjects were assigned to the deAniGon condiGon and 35 subjects
were assigned to the context condiGon All subjects were exposed to training matenals
Ave times under spaced condiGons. The deAniGon group

presented with 75 cards,

one at a Gme. Each card had a to-be-leamed word on one side and its deAniGon on the
other. Subjects were to read the deAniGon and then tum the card over to reveal the
corresponding word.
Context condiGon subjects were also presented with 75 cards. A diGerait context
sentence appeared on each card, totaling 5 diGerent contexts fbr each of the 15 to-beleamed words. Each context sentence was missing the vocabulary word, which appeared
on the reverse side o f the card (e.g., "A process so

that men would spit on it."

"heinous"). Subjects were instmcted to read the context sentences and to try to
determine, Aom that context, what word went in the blank space. They were then to tum
the card over to reveal the target word.
AAer completing the pack o f 75 cards, subjects completed a context test and a recall
test. The context test was given Arst and oAkred 15-new contexts similar to those given
to the context group (the vocabulary words were deleted), but which they had not
previously seen. Subjects were to supply the missing word. This test was fbllowed by a
recall test, in which subjects were presented with the 15 deAniGons. Subjects were to
provide the word that corresponded with the given deAniGon.
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The data were subjected to a 2 x 2 analysis o f variance with study condition
(deAniGon, context) as a between-subjects factor and test type (context, deAniGon) as a
within-subject factor. The analysis yielded a signiAcant interacGon between study
condiGon and test scores. Subjects in the context condiGon performed signiAcanGy better
than subjects in the deAniGon condition on the context test. The two study condiGon
groups perfbmKd equally on the deAniGon test.
It was not surprising that the context condiGon subjects performed signiAcantly better
on the context test, as they had prior experience with contexts. The important Anding
was that the two groups had performed equally on the deAniGon test. The deAniGon
group had been exposed the deAniGons during training and the context condiGon group
had not previously seen the deAniGons.
Crist and Petrone (1977) interpreted these Andings to indicate that deAniGons o f
unfamiliar words could be just as effectively learned through context exposure as
exposure to actual deAniGons. In addiGon, studying contexts rather than deAniGons alone
appeared to result in greater conceptual understanding o f word meanings as evidenced by
subjects in the context condiGon recognizing sentences in which the newly learned
vocabulary words could be used
In 1987, Dempster reported a senes o f Ave experiments designed to invesGgate,
among other things, the effecGveness o f learning unfamiliar vocabulary Aom context.
All Ave experiments used 38 unAmiliar vocabulary words as the to-be-leamed materials.
These words were selected because they were judged unlikely to be known by the
sample. The list consisted o f 26 nouns, 9 ac^ecGves, 1 adverb, 1 verb, and 1 preposiGon.
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In Experiment 1, Dempster (1987) compared Aee recall o f the 38 to-be-leamed
vocabulary words between three groups who were presented with each word one time at
20 seconds per presentaGon. The control group was presented with the vocabulary words
and their one to four word deAniGons. Group two was presented with the same words
and deAniGons, but was also presented with a context sentence fbr each word. Group
three was presented with the same words and deAniGons along with three context
sentences. A ll groups were given ten minutes to complete a Aee recall test aAer a
distracter task. Dempster (1987) fbund no signiAcant diGerences in favor o f the context
groups. Indeed, subjects in the control group perfbrmed slightly better than those in the
two context groups.
Failing to And support Aar the hypothecs that mulGple-sentence contexts lead to
better vocabulary learning than single-sentence context or no context, Dempster (1987)
tested whether mulGple presentaGons would make the advantage o f context sentences
more apparent. In Experiment 2, he oGered three spaced presentaGons o f each o f the 38vocabulary words to subjects assigned to the same condiGons as in Eaqaeriment 1.
Subjects viewed each word with condiGon appropnate matenals fbr 7 seconds.
The no-context control booklet presented subjects only the words and their
deAniGons. The single-context control condiGon booklet provided subjects with the
words, their deAniGons, and the same sentence fbr each repeGGon. The three-sentence
context condiGon booklet offered each word, its deAniGon, and a diGerent sentence fbr
each repeGGon o f each word. Subjects completed the same Aee recall test as in
Experiment 1. No signiAcant diGerences between group means were observed.
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Expaimenl 3 was conducted in order to examine,

. the possibility that spaced

presentaGons per se have a AcilitaGng effect on vocabulary learning" (Dempster, 1987, p.
165). Dempster (1987) included two no-context control condiGons: one with massed
presentaGon and one m th spaced presentaGon and two three-sentence context condiGons:
one with massed presentaGon and one with spaced presentaGon. For the massed
presentaGon, the booklet consisted o f 114 pages with each vocabulary word presented
three times in a row on its own page. The spaced presentaGon booklets were the same as
in Experiment 3. The subjects were administa^ed the same Aee-recall tests used in
previous experiments.
A nonsigniGcant performance advantage was observed fbr subjects in both o f the
control groups. Subjects working under spaced presentaGon condiGons signiGcantly
outperfbrmed subjects in the massed presentaGon groups. These Gndings provided
support fbr spaced presentaGons, but not variable encoding.
In Experiment 4, Dempster (1987) retained the experimental condiGons Gom
Experiment 3, but altered the booklets such that the retenGon interval fbr some o f the 38vocabulary words would be consistent between the massed and spaced presentaGon
condiGons. Again, no signiGcant effect fw variable encoding was observed. The results
did, however, provide addiGonal support fbr the hypothesis that spaced presentaGons lead
to better vocabulary learning than do massed presentaGons.
In his GAh eaqieriment, Dempster (1987) included three experimmtal condiGons: 1)
deGniGon-only control; 2) deAniGon phis context sentences; and 3) a no-presentaGon
baseline group. For subjects in the Arst two Geatment condiGons, each vocabulary word
was presented 3 Gmes with 37 pages between each presentaGon (spaced presentaGon).
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Presentation time was 7 seconds per page Aar both o f the above condiGons. Subjects were
instructs to study the infbrmaGon provided to them in order to attempt to leam the
vocabulary words and deAniGons. The no-presentaGon baseline group was not exposed
to the vocabulary words pnor to testing.
Two tests were administered aAer input and a distracter task a sentence cued recall
test A)r 19 o f the words and a cued-recall test Air all o f the 38 words. For the sentencecued-recall test, each subject was given a 2-page test booklet with 19 randomly ordered
sentences, each with a blank in the place o f the target word. Subjects were instmcted to
All in the blanks with the appropriate words that they had leamed at input. For the recall
test, each subject was given a 2-page test booklet that included the 38 vocabulary words
A)Howed by blanks A>r deAniGons. Subjects were instmcted to write the corresponding
deAniGons in the spaces provided or, if they were unable to recall the deAniGon, they
could write a meaningAil sentence using the target word. The sentence-cued-recall test
was given Arst and subjects were givm 10 minutes to complete each o f the tests.
As anGcipated, the no-presentaGon group (baseline) perA)rmed very poorly with
cued- and Aee-recall means of .25 and 2.67 respectively. This data was excluded Aom
subsequent analyses. A nonsigniGcant advantage A)r the no-sentence context group was
observed on both recall measures.
In Experiment 5, Dempster (1987) A)und that recall was not signiAcantly aAected
by manipulaGons designed to aAect the number o f retrieval routes to the to-be-leamed
hGbrmaGon. Three context sentences did not lead to better recall than the deAniGon only.
In summary, under single, massed, and spaced presentaGon condiGons Dempster
(1987) A)und that oAering subjects single or mulGple context sentences in coiguncGon
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with words and deAniGons did not facilitate vocabulary learning over offering only words
and deAniGons. These Andings do not support variable encoding hypothesis, that is,
offenng mulGple retneval routes results in better retenGon and recall o f input material.
Despite unsuccessful attempts to And a learning Aom context effect in his 1987
experiments, Dempster (1989), in a senes o f three unpublished experiments, attempted to
invoke the GeneraGon Effect to assist subjects in the acquisiGon of unfamiliar
vocabulary. Each of the three experiments required that subjects generate their own
sentences while attempting to leam new vocabulary. Each of the experiments is
described in tum in the fbUowing secGon.
Dempster (1987) used 38 unfamiliar vocabulary words as the to-be-leamed matenals.
These words were selected because they were judged unlikely to be known by the
sample. The Hst consisted o f 26 nouns, 9 a^ecGves, 1 adverb, 1 verb, and 1 preposiGon.
In Experiment 1, the 38 to-be-leamed vocabulary words (Aom Dempster, 1987) were
presented in a 114-page booklet. Each vocabulary word was presented 3 times with 37
pages between each presentaGon (spaced presentaGon). The booklets included one
vocabulary word and deAniGon per page. PresentaGon Gme was 11 seconds per page.
Subjects were assigned to one o f two condiGons: deAniGon-only and context
(generaGon). Subjects in the deAniGon-only condiGon were instmcted to copy the word
and its deAniGon repeatedly. Subjects in the context condiGon were asked to use a
porGon of their presentaGon Gme to covertly generate one or more sentences fbr each
presented word. Two tests were administered aAer input and a distracter task: a sentence
cued recall test Aar 19 of the words and a recall test fbr all 38 words. The two tests were
idenGcal to those used in Experiment 5 in Dempster's 1987 paper.
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There wa^e no signiAcant differences between groups on either dependent measure,
although subjects in the context group slightly outperfbrmed those in the control group.
Through adt interviews, Dempster (1989) leamed that several experimental-group
subjects felt that they did not have sufGcient time to generate sentences. The subjectreported insufGcient time allocation and the Gend Atvoring the context condiGon led to
the changes fbr a second experiment.
In Experiment 2, presentaGon intervals were increased to 15 seconds and the number
o f repeGGons was reduced to two. All other variables remained the same. There was a
nonsigniAcant advantage fbr subjects in the conGol condiGon. Once again, parGcipants in
the context condition complained about the pacing rate.
For E)q)eriment 3, Dempster (1989) increased presentaGon Gme to 30 seconds fbr
both groups and decreased the number of preseitaGons to one. This was done in orda^ to
keep total study times equal fbr Experiments 1 ,2 , and 3. Subjects in both groups were
given a 38-page booklet o f blank paper to tum in synchrony with a 38-page vocabulary
booklet. ConGol-condiGon subjects were instmcted to use the entire 30 seconds to read
and copy the word and deAniGon several times. The context-condiGon subjects w ae
asked to copy the word and deAniGon and to write one to three sdf-generated sentences
using the words. After a disGacter task, subjects were asked to complete the same
context-cued recall and Aee-recall tests with allocaGons o f 10 minutes per test. A
nonsigniAcant advantage fbr the conGol condiGon subjects appeared on both cued- and
Aee- recall test scores.
Based on these three experiments, Dempster (1989) concluded that recall was not
signiAcantly affected by manipulaGons designed to provide contextual support in addiGon
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to deAniGons. Neither the covert nor wntten generaGon of context sentences by subjects
lead to better recall o f the to-be-leamed words. These results led Dempster to quesGon
the pracGcal useAdness o f the leaming-Aom-context approach to vocabulary acquisiGon.
SpeciAcally, he interpreted the results of Experiment 3 to mean that requiring students to
generate and write sentences containing new vocabulary words may actually interfere
with the learning o f said words.
Despite the apparent failure to obtain a generaGon advantage fbr subjects in
Dempster's (1989) experiments, other researchers have fbund learning Aom context
effects (e.g., Crist & PeAone, 1977; Gipe, 1979; Nagy, Herman & Anderson, 1985;
Jenkins, Stein, & Wysocki, 1984). Careful inspecGon of Dempster's (1989) procedures
revealed two potenGal Aaws: insufAcient Gme allocaGon fbr experimental subjects and
the possibility that spaced presentaGons may have overwhelmed Dempster's (1989)
ability to And a generaGon advantage. It was partially due to these perceived
shortcomings that the present study was designed.
The Current Study
The purpose of the current study was to invesGgate mulGple facets o f the GeneraGon
Effect and how its principles might effecGvely be incorporated in the acquisiGon o f
vocabulary. The accepted deAniGon of the GeneraGon Effect is that there is better
retmGon fbr material that is self-generated as compared to material that is sinq)ly read
(Slamecka & Graf^ 1978; Graf^ 1980). In most studies o f the GeneraGon Effect,
researchers have interpreted this deAniGon to mean that subjects should create examples
or elaboraGons that are related to the to-be-leamed material. For example, perhaps a
subject would be asked to leam the deAniGon o f the word "sprat." The subject would be
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given the word and the deAniGon and would be instructed to "generate" a meaningAil
sentence using the word properly. An alternative interpretation of the deAniGon of the
GeneraGon Effect might require that subjects generate the meaning o f to-be-leamed
matenal instead. For example, rather than gi\ing the subject a term and deAniGon, the
subject could be given the term and a sentence in which the term is used properly. The
subject's "generaGon" task, then, would be to generate the deAniGon o f the term in
quesGon. Although this latter method is not precluded by the generally accepted
deAniGon o f the GeneraGon Effect, no studies in which this approach has been used
appear in the literature. ThereAire, this study was designed to compare two separate
methods o f inducing the GeneraGon Effect.
Two alternative methods o f inducing the GeneraGon Effect were invesGgated in a 3 x
3 design with encoding task (read, generate sentence, generate deAniGon) as a betweensubjects variable and time o f test (immediate, 48-hour delay, 21-day delay) as a wiGiinsubject variable.
Subjects in the deAniGon-only control group aGempted to leam 22 unfamiliar
vocabulary words by repeatedly writing each word and its deAniGon during the
presentaGon time. Subjects in the sentence generaGon group attempted to leam the 22
unfamiliar vocabulary words under the tradiGonal method o f effectuating the GeneraGon
Effect: they wrote each word and its deAniGon and then wrote a meaningful sentence
using that word. Subjects in the deAniGon generaGon group attempted to leam the 22
unfamiliar vocabulary words under the previously menGoned alternative method o f
producing the GeneraGon Effect: they read each target word embedded in a nch context
sentence and extrapolated and wrote a deAniGon fbr the target word. Subjects in all three
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groups were tested immediately following a distracter task, after a 48-hour delay, and
again 21 -days later.
The impetus 6)r the current study was the puzzling Andings o f Dempster (1987,
1989). Recall that he was unable to effectuate better recall o f deAniGons Aom subjects
who were offered mulGple context sentences to support deAniGons (Dempster, 1987) or
Aom subjects who were offered the opportunity to covertly or overtly generate their own
context sentences in support o f experimenter provided deAniGons (Dempster, 1989).
Dempster (1987,1989) fbund no differences in perfbrmance between the subjects in
experimental groups and subjects in the read-only groups. Admittedly, these Andings
were inconsistent with previous research related to the GeneraGon Effect and learning
vocabulary Aom context.
Even befbre Slamecka and G rafs (1978) delinesGon o fthe phenomenon, numerous
studies have shown the emergence o f the GeneraGon Effect with different types o f input
tasks and materials, including paired associates (Bobrow & Bowa^, 1969; EGrshman &
Bjork, 1988; McElroy and Slamecka, 1982; Slamecka & Graf^ 1978), unrelated wordword and word-nonword pairs (McNamara & Healy, 1995), and sentence compleGon
tasks (Anderson, Goldberg, & lAdde, 1971; & Ghatala, 1981). The GeneraGon Effect has
been obtained with encoding tasks as (read or generate) within-subject (Gra^ 1980;
Hirshman & Bjork, 1988; McElroy and Slamecka, 1982; & Slamecka & Grai^ 1978) and
between-subject variables (Anderson, Goldberg, & lAdde, 1971; Ghatala, 1981;
Hirshman & Bjork, 1988; McNamara & Healy, 1995; & Slamecka & Graf^ 1978). The
difference between these studies and Dempster's (1987, 1989) studies, aside Aom the
difference in Andings, was the pracGcality o f the tasks, materials, and implicaGons.
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Dempster (1989) tested the practical usefulness o f generation by applying it to a reallife learning situation. In his 1989 study, he sought to assist learners by aSbrding them
the opportunity to generate their own context sentences in attempts to fadlitate the
learning of unfamiliar vocabulary words. Interpretation o f the results &om Dempster's
(1989) study would indicate that a student's creation o f context sentences including
previously unfamiliar vocabulary words would not facilitate the learning o f those words.
Through analysis o f that study and pilot studies conducted by the present researcher in
2002, it was discovered that Ailure to facilitate learning (absence of the Generation
E fkct) was likely due to time constraints imposed on the subjects. Subjects in
Dempster's (1989) experimental conditions were sinq)ly not oSered sufBcient time to
complete and conceptualize their assigned tasks (i.e., read and copy deGnition, then
create a meaningful sentence, or sentences, using that word). Conversely, subjects in
read-only conditions had ample time to complete and conceptualize their task—reading
and copying the unfamiliar word and deGnition several times in an attempt to leam the
material.
An addiGonal shortcoming in Dempsta^'s (1987,1989) studies may have been the use
o f spaced presentaGons of to-be-leamed vocabulary. SpeciGcally, the effect spaced
presentaGon had on subject learning might have overwhelmed Dempster's (1989) ability
to Gnd a generaGon effect. The spadng effect is one o f the most enduring psychological
phenomena (e.g.. Bloom & Shudl, 1981; Landauer & Bjork, 1978; Rea & Modigliani,
1985; Reder & Anderson, 1982; Reynolds & Glaser, 1964; Smith & Rothkopf^ 1984).
Therefore, the spacing effect might have confounded Denq)ster's (1987, 1989) encoding
vanabüity component. That is, subjects in read-only condiGons may have beneGted
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tremendously 6om spaced presentaGons because their only task was to focus on the
words and their deGniGons while subjects in sentence genoaGon groups had insufGcient
time to thoroughly process the word and its deGniGons because they were compelled to
write a meaningful sentence using the to-be-leamed vocabulary word. Regardless,
Dempster's (1989) aGempt to apply the principles o f the GeneraGon Effect to
educaGonally relevant settings was not paralleled by other reviewed research literature.
In much of the research related to the GeneraGon Effect, the invesGgators were
primarily interested in theoreGcal interpretaGons o f this phenomenon. That is, why does
the act o f generaGon facilitate learning? To that end, they used sentence compleGon tasks
(Anderson, Goldberg, & Hidde, 1971; & Ghalala, 1981), sentence construcGon tasks
(Gra^ 1980), and the learning o f paired associates (Bobrow & Bower, 1969; IGrshman &
Bjoik, 1988; McElroy and Slamecka, 1982; Slamecka & Gr&^ 1978). Paired associate
learning, and its relevance in the learning o f vocabulary, is not without value. Consider,
for example, the learning o f foreign languages (e.g., target word coupled with synonym).
In much generaGon eGBect research, the paired associates (word-word, word-nonword,
nonword-nonword) used were restricted by researcher-imposed rules (i.e., Grst associate,
third associate, [Hirsbman & Bjork, 1988]; associate, category, opposite, synonym,
rhyme, [Slamecka & Gra^ 1978]; letter transposiGon, rhyme, [McElroy & Slamecka,
1982]) leading to litGe in the way o f pracGcal utility. Sentence compleGon tasks and
sentence construcGon G"om experimenter provided G-ames, likewise, offer litde, if any,
educaGonal value.
LitGe attenGon has been afforded to testing the GeneraGon E fkct with tasks requiring
the learning or enhancement o f knowledge. O f the literature reviewed, the only study
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(other than Dempster, 1989) that focused on acquisition o f new knowledge was
McNamara and Healy's (1995) second experiment. In that experiment, subjects were to
leam word-nonword pairs under the guise that they were learning the foreign equivalents
o f English words. Although this offered a sounder basis for the exploration of potential
educational implicaGons o f the Generation Effect, the subjects were not actually
acquiring "real woiid" knowledge, although they thought they were. The difference
between that investigation and the current study is that in the current study, subjects were,
in fact, attempting to acquire "real world" knowledge. That is, they were attempting to
acquire new vocabulary.
In addition, in the current study, an alternative method o f inducing the GeneraGon
Effect was invesGgated. This alternative method may be a more authenGc generaGon
task. Recall that the commonly accepted defniGon o f the GeneraGon Effect is that there
is better retenGon for material that is self-generated as compared to material that is simply
read (Slamecka & Gra^ 1978). Here, in the deGniGon generaGon condiGon subjects were
presented with un6miliar vocabulary words embedded in nch context sentences. The
generaGon task for the subjects was to extrapolate, or generate, the meanh% o f the target
word G"om that context sentence. This was interpreted to be o f more pracGcal usefulness
in real life settings in that college students routinely encounter unfamiliar vocabulary
words in wnGen and spoken prose. It is not common for them to be awarded the
opportunity to stop and use a dicGonary in order to determine the meanings o f those
unfamiliar words. Rather, they might aGempt to extr^olate the meaning G"om
surrounding context dues. Without direct tests o f retenGon, however, it is impossible to
know whether they retain the meaning o f those words. Previous research has
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demonstrated that undergraduate college students (Crist & Petrone, 1977) and elementary
school children (Gipe, 1979; Jenkins, Stein, & Wysocki, 1984; N% y, Herman, &
Anderson, 1985) efkctively obtain and retain meanings of words from context in written
prose. This has been eSectuated when subjects have received explidt instructions to do
so (Crist & Petrone, 1977; Gipe, 1979) and under more natural reading conditions
(Jenkins, Stein, & Wysocki, 1984; Nagy, Herman, & Anderson, 1985). It has be«i
demonstrated with almost unnaturally informative contexts (Gipe, 1979; Jenkins, Stein,
& Wysocki, 1984) and with contexts speciGcally designed to be more natural (Nagy,
Herman, & Anderson, 1985). Inclusion o f the deGnition generaGon condiGon (learning
G"om context) provided the opportunity to further investigate whether this method o f
inducing the GeneraGon Effect had pracGcal usefulness in the learning o f vocabulary.
In the curreit study, the better-established method o f evoking the GeneraGon Effect
was also invesGgated in the acquisiGon o f new vocabulary knowledge. Using the more
tradiGonal method o f effectuating a goieraGon effect, sentence generaGon subjects were
presented with unfamiliar vocabulary words and deGniGons. Thdr task was to generate a
meaningful sentence including the unfamiliar vocabulary word. Subjects were instructed
that a "meaningful" sentence should offer a reader who is unfamiliar with the word the
ability to extrapolate the meaning. Subjects in a deGnrGon-only control group were
presented with the words and deGniGons and were instructed to repeatedly copy them
during the presentaGon time. Subjects were allocated sufGcient time to complete
assigned input tasks (55 seconds per word) and only one presentaGon o f input material
was offered. This was done to determine r^diether the perceived Gaws in Dempster's
(1987, 1989) studies could be corrected. The performance o f the three groups at
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immediate cued recall, 48-hour delayed cued recall, and 21-day delayed cued recall was
then compared.
In summary, the purpose of the current study was threefold. First, it was designed to
investigate the practical educational applicaGon o f the Generation ESect. Second, two
altemaGve methods that might effectively produce the Generation Effect in the learning
o f unfamiliar vocabulary were investigated: 1) given a rich context sentence including the
target word, generating a deGnition o f the target word &om that sentence (deGniGon
generaGon condiGon) and 2) given the unfamiliar vocabulary word and deGniGon,
generating a meaningful sentence including that word (sentence generaGon condiGon).
Third, the design of the study was intended to determine whether the GenanGon Effect
could make a contribuGon to learning &om context approaches to vocabulary acquisiGon.
That is, although several studies support the pracGce o f learning vocabulary G"om context
it does not appear that researchers have addressed the noGon that with this type of
vocabulary learning learners are actually generating word meanings based on the
infbrmaGon presented in the context. By examining the learning G"om context approach
to vocabulary acquisiGon Gom a GeneraGon Effect perspective it would follow that the
learners' generaGon o f word meanings should result in sGong retenGon.
SpeciGc Hypotheses
It was expected that there would be an overall main effect fbr treatment group.
SpeciGcally, consistent with previous research, it was expected that both generation
groups (sentence generaGon, deGniGon generaGon) would outperfbrm the control group
on tests o f immediate, 48-hour delayed, and 21-day delayed cued recall (Anderson,
Goldberg, & Hidde, 1971; Bobrow & Bower, 1969; Ghatala, 1981; Gra^ 1980; Hirshman
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& Bjork, 1988; McElroy & Slamecka, 1982; McNamara & Healy, 1995). Also, based on
previous research, it was expected that the deGniGon generaGon group and the sentence
generation groups would perGarm similarly on recall tests (Ghatala, 1981; Graf^ 1980).
Based on pilot studies conducted in 2002, it was anGdpated that the sentence generaGon
group and the control group would show similar rates of decay across time. Lastly, it was
hypothesized that the deGniGon generaGon group and sentence generaGon groups'
perGDrmance on tests o f delayed recall (48-hour and 21-day delay) would difkr. Glover,
Bruning, and Plake (1982) Gaund that subjects who completed tasks requiring "more
diGBcult" processing recalled at a higher rate than subjects completing less difBcult"
processing. I f there were a diGkrence in the level o f difGculty between the tasks required
of the sentence generaGon group and the deGniGon generaGon group, then their
perG]rmance on tests o f delayed recall might differ.
To summarize, the hypotheses put Garth in this study are as Gallows:
1. Both generaGon groups (group one: sentence generaGon; group two: deGniGon
generaGon) would outperGarm the control group (deGniGon-only) on tests of
immediate and delayed recall.
2. The deGniGon generaGon group and the sentence generaGon group would
perGarm similarly on recall tests.
3. The sentence generaGon group would continue to outperGarm the control
group on both tests o f delayed recall (as stated in hypothesis one), but the
groups' perGarmance would decay at similar rates.
4. The deGniGon generaGon group and sentence generaGon groups' perGarmance
on tests o f delayed recall (48-hour and 21-days) would d ifkr.....................
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CHAPTER 2

METHOD
Participants
Participants were 61 University of Nevada, Las Vegas, undergraduate students
accessed &om the Educational Psychology Department subject pool during the Spring
2003 and Summer 2003 semesters by way of voluntary sign-up fbr research credit. This
research credit served as partial fulGllment o f course requirements.
Materials
This study was designed to investigate multiple &cets o f the GeneraGon ESect. It
was designed SpeciGcally to investigate how subject generaGon o f sentences or
deGniGons could facilitate vocabulary acquisiGon at both immediate and delayed tests of
recall and how these different types of generaGon tasksmight produce differential effects
in recall. Subjects attempted to leam unfamiliar vocabulary words and deGniGons under
one o f three condiGons: 1) read words and their deGniGons and copied them several
times; 2) read and copied the words and their deGniGons one time and wrote one
meaningful sentence per word; or 3) read meaningGil sentences that included the
vocabulary word and attempted to deGne the word. A descnpGon o f all tasks used in the
experimeit fbllows.
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Verbal Intelligence Assessment
The verbal ability instrument was adapted &om the K it of Factor Re&renced Tests
(Ekstrom, French, Harman, & Dermen, 1976). The test consisted of 36 multiple-choice
items requiring subjects to select a synonym (from four alternatives) fbr each o f the 36
vocabulary words. Subjects were instructed to select the word that had the same, or
nearly the same, meaning as the vocabulary word (see appendix B). This version o f the
verbal test is considered to be quite difBcult with students rarely achieving a score o f 20
or greater (Laying, 1994).
Vocabulary Words
Twenty-two uncommon English nouns were chosen as the to-be-leamed vocabulary.
These words were selected 6om the thirty-eight words used by Dempster (1987).
Dempster (1987) selected a word primarily if it was judged unlikdy to be known by the
subjects. Dempster's list consisted o f 26 nouns, 9 adjectives, 1 adverb, 1 verb, and 1
preposition. Based on the low scores o f the subject's in Dempster's 1987 and
unpublished fbllow-up studies and time constraints, the size o f the vocabulary list was
reduced. Only the nouns were used because using terms from one part o f speech was
considered to likely be less confusing to the learners. In addibon, there were a sufBcient
number o f nouns hom Dempster's (1987) list to allow fbr this. The original list consisted
o f 26 nouns, however, fbur pairs o f nouns were very similar to each other (e.g., "tam mountain lake: comiche-mountain road"). As a result, one noun horn each pair was
omitted in order to mibgate the potential fbr conGision by the subjects.
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Vocabulary Acquisition Booklets
Subjects in all conditions were provided with a 23-page, 8.5 x 5.5 inch lined papa^
booklet. Booklets were used by the subjects to complete the vocabulary acquisition task.

Hexagon match word puzzles were used as distracter tasks between acquisition and
the immediate recall test (see appendix C). Subjects were to place seven presented words
into hexagons so that each letter would match the letter in the adjacent hexagon. All
words were to read in a clockwise direction.
Perceived DifRculty Assessment
Sentence generation and deGnition generation subjects completed a perceived task
difGculty assessment. Immediately fallowing the compleGon o f the input task fbr the 22
words, subjects used a 5-point Likert scale to indicate their percdved difGculty o f the
acquisiGon task. Subjects were instructed to asGgn score o f "1" if they fbund the
acquisiGon task to be "very difGcult;" a "2" indicated that they fbund the task "difGcuk;"
a "3" indicated "neutral;" a "4" indicated "easy;" and a "5" indicated "very easy."
Recall test
Three tests were used to measure the subjects' retenGon o f word meanings (see
appendix D ) In these tests, nouns were offered as cues fbr recall o f the deGniGons. The
Grst test, an immediate recall measure, was given after the vocabulary acquisiGon task
and a three-minute distracter task (puzzles). The second test, delayed recall I, was given
exactly fbrty-eight hours after the acquisiGon phase. The third test, delayed recall H, was
given twenty-one days after the acquisiGon phase. The 22 nouns offered as cues fbr
deGniGon recall were assembled in a different orde" on each o f the three recall tests.
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Procedure
Data was collected by the author. Approval fbr researdi involving human subjects
was obtained Gom the University o f Nevada, Las Vegas Institutional Review Board.
Subjects participated in one one-hour session and two half-hour sessions.
The sixty-one subjects were randomly assigned to one o f the three treatment
conditions: twenty-one subjects were assigned to condition one, deGnition-only control;
nineteen subjects were assigned to condiGon two, sentence generaGon; and twenty-one
subjects were assigned to condiGon three, deGniGon generaGon. A ll tasks were
administered in a classroom setting with no more than twenty-one subjects parGcipaGng
at one time. Subjects in all condiGons were instructed: 1) that their objective was to leam
the deGniGon o f the vocabulary words using the eoq)erimenter provided method; 2) not to
use thar own methods to leam the words; 3) not to tum pages in their booklets fbrward
or backward during the study except at the appropriate times; and 4) to move along with
the rest o f the group even if they had not completed the assigned task fbr the current
word. During the acquisiGon task the researcher stood at the G"ont o f the room and during
the recall tasks the researcher stood at the G"ont o f the room and roamed the room.
Subjects viewed the un&miliar nouns with the group appropnate auxiliary materials
via an overhead projector. Subjects viewed each unfamiliar noun and auxiliary matenals
fbr 55-seconds. The condiGons were as fbllows:
CondiGon One:
DeGniGon-only control: During the 55-second time interval subjects in
the deGniGon-only control viewed the 22 unfamiliar nouns with one to two
word deGniGons via an overhead projector. They were instmcted to
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repeatedly write the unfamiliar noun and its deGniGon. A Gmer buzzed
every 55-seconds and the subjects were instructed to tum to the next page
in their booklets and to repeat the task fbr the next word. At the same
time, the researcher changed the overhead to the next vocabulary word and
deGniGon.
CondiGon Two:
Sentence generaGon: During the 55-second time interval subjects in the
sentence generaGon group viewed the 22 unfamiliar nouns and their
deGniGons via an overhead projector. Subjects were instructed to write
the un&miliar noun and its deGniGon once and to then create a
"meaningful" sentence which exempliGed the meaning o f the un&miliar
noun. A Gmer buzzed every 55-seconds and the subjects were instructed
to tum to the next page in their booklets and to repeat the task fbr the next
word. At this time, the researcher changed the overhead to the next
vocabulary word and deGniGon. Upon compleGon o f the acquisiGon task,
subjects rated their perceived difGculty o f the acquisiGon task using a
rubnc presented on the overhead projector. Subjects wrote the appropriate
number in the upper leA-hand comer o f their test booklets.
CondiGon Three:
DeGniGon generaGon: During the 55-second time interval subjects in the
deGniGon generaGon group viewed the 22 un&miliar nouns and a
corresponding sentence exemplifying the meaning o f the word via an
overhead projector. Subjects were instructed to read the unfamiliar noun
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and the accompanying sentence and to then generate a brief deGniGon G)r
the unfamiliar noun. A Gmer buzzed every 55-seconds and the subjects
were instructed to tum to the next page in their booklets and repeat the
task fbr the next word. At this Gme, the researcher changed the overhead
to the next sentence. Upon compleGon of the acquisiGon task, subjects
rated their perceived difGculty o f the acquisiGon task using a rubnc
presented on the overhead projector. Subjects wrote the appropnate
number in the upper leA-hand comer o f their test booklets.
FoGowing the vocabulary acquisiGon phase, all subjects worked on word puzzles fbr
3 minutes (see ^pendix C). Immediately after working on the word puzzles, subjects
completed the immediate noun-cued deGniGon recall test. Subjects returned 48-hours
aAeriniGal testing to complete their Grst delayed recall test. Subjects returned 21-days
aAer initial testing to complete their second delayed recall test.
AAer the vocabulary acquisiGon task, but befbre the immediate test, subjects in the
sentence generaGon group and deGniGon generaGon group were presented with a
perceived difGculty assessment task via the overhead projector. Subjects were instructed
to judge their acquisiGon task according to the fbUowing scale: 1 indicated very difGcult;
2 indicated difGcult; 3 indicated neutral; 4 indicated easy; 5 indicated very easy. Subjects
were instructed to write their rating on the upper leA hand comer o f their test booklet.
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CHAPTERS

RESULTS
Subjects participated in an experiment consisting o f a vocabulary acquisiGon task and
three noun-cued recall tests measuring acquisiGon o f the vocabulary. The subjects were
tested immediately aAer the acquisiGon task and a three-minute distracter task, forty-eight
hours aAer the acquisiGon task, and 21-days aAer the acquisiGon task.
Scoring
Noun-cued deGniGoii-recall tests for the deAniGon-only control and the sentence
generaGon groups were scored using the following rubnc: subjects received Aril credit
(one point) for a complete deGniGon (e.g., "mountain lake" for the unfamiliar noun
"tarn"); partial credit (one half point) fbr a partial deGniGon (e.g. 'lake" fbr the
unfamiliar noun "tarn"); no credit fbr an incorrect response.
Noun-cued deGniGon-recall tests fbr subjects in the deGniGon generaGon group were
scored by conqoaring a subject's response on the test to the deGniGon generated by that
subject. For example, if a subject generated the deGniGon "ofBce assistant" fbr
"amanuensis" rather than the more correct deGniGon, "secretary," that subject's Aeerecall response fbr "amanuensis" was considered completely correct when they
responded "ofGce assistant," partially correct if they responded "assistant," or incorrect
fbr some unrelated response. Noun-cued deGniGon-recall tests fbr the deGniGon
generaGon group were scored according to the following rubnc: subjects received full
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credit (one point) fbr a complete deGnition (e.g., "amanuensis" means "secretary" which
would be a correct response, however, "ofGce assistant" would be equally correct);
partial credit (one half point) fbr a partial deGniGon; no credit Gar an incorrect response.
Therefbre, the maximum score on the recall test regardless o f experimental group was 22;
minimum score was 0.
The meaningfulness of the sentences created by the sentence generaGon group
was perceived to be pertinent to the authenGcity and value o f the generaGon task. In
previous studies, Gndings indicated that the GeneraGon EGect did not occur with
meaningless items such as nonwords (e.g. McElroy & Slamecka, 1982) or with
anomalous sentences (GraA 1980). Therefore, a rubric was established to rate the
sentences created by the sentence generaGon group subjects.
Sentences were rated on a scale o f 0 to 2. A score o f 0 was awarded if I) there was
no sentence written; 2) the subjects did not attempt to wnte an appropnate sentence, but
instead tned to be humorous (e.g. "I have been buskin my butt to write these words over
and over." "Tam! I can't swim through that!"); or 3) the subject, sometimes knowingly
and sometimes not, did not understand the deGniGon, and thus wrote a completely
inappropriate sentence or one that was entirely ambiguous (e.g. " I had an éclat." "The
enigma o f 'Hey Diddle Diddle, the Cat and the Fiddle' is my favonte one." "My
boyGiend was sick and used it as a proselyte so I would come over instead o f going out
with my Giends.") A score of 1 was awarded if 1) the subject used the word
appropnately and in a way that was possibly meaningful to him/her, but a reader who was
unfamiliar with the word would not likely be able to extr%qx)late the meaning Gom the
sentence (e.g. "My boss just hired a new amanuensis." 'In my &mily, I am the
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farceur."), or 2) the subject used the word in a Airly meaningful sentence, but fqipeared to
be confused as to the exact meaning o f the word (seemingly because some of them did
not know exactly what the one or two word deGniGon meant) (e.g. "Earthquakes usually
don't take place on foibles, only bigger faults." "My brother was given the cognomen
John, after his father."). A sentence was awarded a score of 2 if the subject used the
word in a meaningful sentence that clearly illustrated the meaning o f the word (e.g. "He
was a Catholic who became a Mormon, so we call him a proselyte." "Robin Williams is
a farceur ") thus, a reader unfamiliar with the word could likely extrapolate the meaning
Gom the sentence.
Twenty-two vocabulary words were presented to all subjects. The sentence
generaGon group was to generate a meaningful sentence fbr each word. The maximum
possible total score fbr a set o f sentences was 44 and the minimum possible total score
was 0. The data fbr subjects that scored 22 (half o f the possible total) or less on the total
sentence ratings were considered suspect. These subjects did not follow direcGons and
did not properly complete the assigned task. On these grounds, the data fbr 4 subjects
Gom the sentence generaGon group was eliminated Gom further analyses. All subjects in
the deGniGon-only control and sentence generaGon group appeared to fbllow the
direcGons. Therefbre, all subject data Gom those two groups was retained fbr analysis.
Due to the criGcal nature of the deGniGon extracGon task, it was inqwrtant to
determine the level o f accuracy o f subject-generated deGniGons. Thus, the deGniGons
oGered by subjects in the deGniGon generaGon condiGon were analyzed and scored as to
their accuracy. Completely accurate deGniGons and deGniGons that were near the
meaning o f the target word were given a score o f 1 and deGniGons that were completely
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inaccurate were given a 0. Post hoc evaluation of accurate meaning extraction in this
condition revealed a mean score o f 19.24. This means that subject were able to
accurately extr^wlate the intended meanings o f the unfamiliar vocabulary words on the
average o f 87% o f the time.
Vocabulary Acquisition Analyses
Means and standard deviations of vocabulary test scores (dependent measure) are
reported in Table 2. Means and standard deviations fbr the Verbal Intelligence Test are
pictured in Table 3. The vocabulary test scores were submitted to a 3 x 3 mixed rnodel
analysis o f co-variance with time o f test (immediate, 48-hour delay, 21-day delay) as the
within-subject factor, treatment condition (deGnition-only control, sentence generaGon,
deGniGon generaGon) as the between-subjects Actor, and score on the Verbal Intelligence
test as a covanate.

Table 2: Means and Standard DeviaGons fbr A ll Groups on Dependent Measure
Immediate
Mean
Predicted
S. D.
Mean
DeGniGononly control
Sentence
generaGon
DeGniGon
generaGon

48-hour
Mean
Predicted
S. D.
Mean

21-day
Mean
Predicted
Mean
S. D

n

8.67
4.88

8.74

7.29
5.30

7.37

5.71
5.72

5.80

21

12.90
4.08

12.79

11.30
3.95

11.17

8.97
3.60

8.84

15

10.60
6.23

10.60

9.12
5.75

9.13

7.23
5.24

7.25

21
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Fipire 1: Estimated Marpnal Means fbr Dependent Measures
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Table 3: Means and Standard Deviations fbr All Groups on Verbal Intelligence Measure
Means
19.14

SD
5.59

Sentence
generation

19.53

4.78

DeGniGon
generaGon

19.29

5.02

Overall

19.30

5.09

DeGnitiononly control

The correlations between the covariate, verbal intelligence (as measured by the
Verbal Intelligence test) and scores on the immediate, 48-hour delay, and 21-day delay
tests were r = .46,

< .01; r = .54,/? < .01; and r = 56,p < .01 respectively.
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covariate, score on the Verbal Intelligence test, was signiGcant

;3)=2 2 .9 45 , g<.001.

The interaction between time o f test and treatment condition was not signiGcant, g(3.i3i,
82.963) =

.477, /)> .05. There was a signiGcant main efkct Gar time o f test, Ep.iai, 82.963) =

8.203, /) < .0 0 1 . There was a signiGcant main eGect Gar treatment condiGon, Fc, 33) =
3.255, f < 0 5 .
The signiGcant main effect fbr treatment condiGon was further explored via the
Tukey HSD post-hoc comparison procedure. Subjects in the sentence generaGon group
outperformed subjects in both of the other treatment condiGons. Performance o f subjects
in the deGniGon only control group and deGniGon generaGon group did not diGkr.
The signiGcant main effect fbr Gme o f test was also further explored via the Tukey
HSD post-hoc comparison procedure. Subjects perfbrmed signiGcantly better on the
immediate test than on the 48-hour delay and 21-day delay tests. Subjects perfbrmed
signiGcantly better on the 48-hour delay test than on the 2 1 -day delay test.
Analysis o f SpeciGc Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1 was that both generaGon groups (group one: sentence generaGon; group
two: deGniGon generaGon) would outperfbrm the control group (deGniGon-only) on tests
o f immediate and delayed recall. This hypothesis was provided with partial support.
Then main effect fbr treatment condiGon indicates that the sentence generaGon group
outperfbrmed both other treatment condiGons. Although the deGniGon generaGon group
did not outperfbrm subjects in the deGniGon only condiGon, their overall perfbrmance
was better.
Hypothesis 2 was that the deGniGon generaGon group and the sentence generaGon
group would perfbrm similarly on recall tests. This hypothesis was partially supported.
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As there was no time-by-treatment interaction, the perG)rmance scores fbr these two
groups is considered equivalent.
Hypothesis 3 was that the sentence generation group would continue to outperfbrm
the control group on both tests o f delayed recall (as stated in hypothesis one), but the
groups' perfbrmance would decay at similar rates. This hypothesis was not supported.
As there was no time-by-treatment interaction, the per&rmance scores fbr these two
groups across time is considered equal.
Hypothesis 4 was that the deGniGon generaGon group and sentence generaGon
groups' perfbrmance on tests o f delayed recall (48-hour and 21-days) would difkr. This
hypothesis was not supported. As there was no Gme-by-treatment interacGon, the
perfbrmance scores fbr these two groups across Gme is considered equal.
Perceived DifGculty Analysis
Perceived difGculty ratings &om subjects in the sentence generaGon group and the
deGniGon generation group were analyzed via an independent r-test. There was no
signiGcant difkrence in perceived difGculty ratings between sentence generaGon (M =
3.0, SD = 1.13) and deGniGon generaGon [M = 3.33, SD = .91], f (34) = -.976,/? = .34]
treatment condiGons. The magnitude o f the difkrence in the means was small (eta
squared = .03).
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CHAPTER 4

DISCUSSION
Previous research has clearly established the existence o f the Generation Effect
(Slamecka & Graj^ 1978) and the ability to induce it with: 1) encoding tasks (read,
generate) as between-subjects (e.g., Anderson, Goldberg, & Hidde, 1971; Ghatala, 1981;
Hirshman & Bjork, 1988; McNamara & Healy, 1995; & Slamedca & Gra^ 1978) and
within-subject (e.g., Gra^ 1980; HGrshman & Bjork, 1988; McElroy and Slamecka, 1982;
& Slamecka & G rat 1978;) variables; 2) paired associate materials (e g., Bobrow &
Bower, 1969; Krshman & Bjoik, 1988; McElroy and Slamecka, 1982; Slamecka & Graf^
1978); 3) unrelated word-word and word-nonword pairs (e.g., McNamara & Healy,
1995); 4) sentence completion tasks (e.g., Anderson, Goldberg, & lEdde, 1971; &
Ghatala, 1981); and 5) sentence construction tasks (e.g., Graf^ 1980). The current study
differs &om the aforementioned research m that it was, in part, designed to investigate
practical educaGonal applicaGons o f the GeneraGon E fkct. It was designed SpeciGcally
to investigate how subject generaGon o f sentences or deGniGons might Acilitate
vocabulary acquisiGon at both immediate and delayed tests o f recall and how these
different types o f generaGon tasks might produce differential effects in recall.
The discussion is organized as fbUows. Results o f the analysis o f the speciGc
research hypotheses are discussed in tum. Partial explanaGons o f the results are provided
with the corresponding hypothesis. A general discussion o f the results fbllows and
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includes a detailed discussion related to how the current Gndings contribute to the
literature on the GenaaGon Effect and learning &om context. Next, the limitaGons o f the
current study are addressed. In the Gnal secGon, suggesGons are presented Gar Giture
research on the GeneraGon Effect and how its principles might be incorporated in
vocabulary learning.
Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1 was that both generaGon groups (sentence generaGon, deGniGon
generaGon) would outperGarm the control group (deGniGon only) on tests o f immediate
and delayed recall. Subjects in the sentence generaGon group signiGcantly outperGarmed
subjects in both the deGniGon generaGon and the deGniGon only control groups \\dien
recall measures were collapsed across time (main effect Gar treatment condiGon).
Subjects in the deGnition generaGon group perGarmed better than subjects in the
deGniGon only control group, but this difkrence Ailed to reach signiGcance.
These Gndings indicate that offering subjects vocabulary words and deGniGons and
the opportunity to generate meaningGil sentences Acilitated learning over 1) being
offered only the target words and deGniGons and 2) being offered rich context sentences
and generating target word meanings &om them. This is likely because the act o f
generating personally meaningGil sentences is a type o f elaboraGve rehearsal. This type
o f rehearsal involves deep semanGc processing o f input htfbrmaGon which results in
strong and stable memones.
Hypothesis 2 was that the deGniGon generaGon group and the sentence generaGon
group would perGarm similarly on recall tests. As there was no signiGcant Gme-bytreatment interacGon, this hypothesis is parGally supported. The perGarmance o f subjects
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in the sentence generation and deGnition generaGon groups at recall did not differ
statisGcally. In addiGon, the subjects in the deGniGon-only control group perfbrmed as
well as subjects in both experimental groups. This means that the GeneraGon Effect
failed to appear. In other words, if the GeneraGon Effect had appeared, then the control
group would have a predicted mean recall level signiGcanGy lower than either, or both, o f
the treatment condiGons.
This failure to effectuate a generaGon effect at immediate recall may have been due to
immediate recall tests being potentially poor indicators of whether learning has actually
taken place (Bjoik, 2001). In a review o f acquisiGon (immediate recall testing) versus
retenGon (delayed recall testing) o f a variety o f to-be-leamed materials and skills, Bjork
(2001) cleaMy demonstrates that at acquisiGon subjects in control condiGons may appear
to have leamed" as much as subjects in experimental condiGons. When perfbrmance
between acquisiGon and retenGon o f to-be-leamed matenal is considered, however,
experimental condiGon subjects appear to have an advantage at retenGon. That is, control
subject perfbrmance at delayed recall testing no longer remains equivalent to
perfbrmance of subjects in experimental condiGons. The subjects in the experimental
condiGons now (at delayed tesGng) show a tremendous advantage (Bahnck, 1984).
Therefbre, control group subjects may have perfbrmed similarly to experimental groups
at immediate test, but that does not necessanly mean that they actually leamed the same
amount of infbrmaGon.
Another possible reason fbr the absence o f the GeneraGon Effect on the recall tests
could have been difkrential levels o f subject moGvaGon. The subjects that parGcipated
in the current study were obtained through the EducaGonal Psychology Department's
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subject pool during the 2003 spring and sununo" sessions. During these sessions,
educational psychology students appeared to be reluctant to participate in research. Most
o f them opted to complete research summaries, as articles to-be-summarized were
available online (A. J. CorkiH, personal communication, September, 2003). Several other
researchers in the Educational Psychology Department also had difGculty with subjects
Gom this pool during the same time span.
In addition, extremely low power was observed fbr the time-by-group interaction
(.145). This lack o f power may have been partially responsible fbr the apparent absence
o f the Generation Effect. I f the sample size per condition had been larger, the effect
might have appeared.
Hypothesis 3 was that the sentence generation group would continue to outperfbrm
the control group on both tests o f delayed recall (as stated in hypothesis 1), but the
groups' perfbrmance would decay at similar rates. There was no time-by-treatment
interaction, indicating that perfbrmance scores fbr these two groups were equal across
time. Thus, hypothesis 3 was not supported.
Interpretation o f the analysis revealed that the control condition and sentence
generation subjects' perfbrmed similarly on tests o f delayed recall. This may have been
due, in part, to the extremely low power fbr the time-by-treatment interaction (.145). I f
the number o f subjects had been larger, the effect might have appeared. Although the
perfbrmance on tests o f delayed recall between the deGniGon-only control and sentence
generaGon groups was not signiGcantly different, the observed difkrences were in the
predicted direcGon. That is, subjects in the sentence generaGon group perfbrmed
consistently better across time, but without signiGcance. The predicted mean difference
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between theses two groups was 3.8 fbr the 48-hour delay test, and 3 .04 fbr the 21-day
delay test. The sentence generaGon group subjects also performed consistently, though
not signiGcantly, better than the deGniGon generaGon group subjects across time.
Between the sentence genaaGon subjects and deGniGon generaGon subjects, there was a
predicted mean difkrence of 2.04 fbr the 48-hour delay test and 1.59 fbr the 21-day delay
test (in Avor o f the sentence generaGon group's subjects).
Hypothesis 4 was that the perfbrmance by subjects in the deGniGon generaGon group
and sentence generaGon group on tests o f delayed recall (48-hour, 21-day) would difkr.
This hypothesis was not supported. As there was no time-by-treatment interacGon, the
perfbrmance scores fbr these two groups across time were considered equal
Failure to Gnd a difkrence between the perfbrmance o f the deGniGon generaGon
group subjects and the sentence generaGon group subjects on tests o f deAyed recall may
have b)een a result o f extremely low power (. 145) fbr the Gme-by-treatment interacGon. If
the number o f subjects had been greater, a difkrence may likely have been fbund. There
may have also been a lack of moGvaGon fbr subjects parGcipaGng in the study. The
subjects were G"om 2003 spring and summer sessions. During these sessions, other
students and faculty fbund it difGcult to Gnd research parGcipants. Many students opted
to complete arGcle summanes, instead o f parGcipaGng in research studies. This was
likely because the arGcles to be reviewed were available online (A. J. Coikill, personal
communicaGon, September, 2003).
Although there were no signiGcant differences fbund in level o f recall between these
two experimental groups, the subjects in the sentence generaGon group consistently
perfbrmed l)etter across time. The difkrence between the predicted means was 2.04 fbr
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the 48-hour delayed recall test and 1.59 fbr the 21-day deAyed recall test (in favor of
sentence generaGon group's subjects).
General Discussion
The fbllowing secGon addresses the general Gndings of present study with possible
explanaGons fbr those Gndings. First, the superior perfbrmance of subjects in the
sentence generaGon condiGon w ill be discussed in comparison to Dempster's (1989)
results. Possible reasons fbr diGerenGal results between the studies w ill be explained in
detail. Second, possible theoreGcal explanaGons fbr difkrences in perfbrmance (some
signiGcant, some not) between the groups in the present study will be given attenGon.
Third, the perfbrmance o f the subjects in the deGniGon generaGon group will be
discussed m comparison to the perfbrmance o f subjects m the deGniGon only control
group. SpeciGcally, the failure to Gnd a signiGcant difference between the two groups
win be discussed in relaGon to the learning Aom context qtproach to vocabulary
acquisiGon.
The results mdicate that when collapsed across Gme subjects in the sentence
generaGon condiGon subjects perfbrmed signiGcanGy better. This is interpreted to mean
that offering subjects the opportunity to generate meaningful sentences which include the
target words, facilitates vocabulary learning over offering them the opportunity to copy
target words and deGniGons repeatedly or offering them nch context sentences (including
the target words) Gom \^inch to generate the deGniGons of the target words. This Gnding
is contrary to Dempster's (1989) study. Recall that in Dempster's (1989) study, in
Experiments 1,2, and 3 subjects in the read-only condiGons and subjects in context
sentence generaGon condiGons did not differ in perfbrmance. InterpretaGon o f the results
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&om Dempster's (1989) study would indicate that a learner's creation o f context
sentences including previously unfamiliar vocabulary words would not fadlhate the
learning of those words. This failure to 5nd diSerences in performance between control
and experimental groups might have been due to two potential flaws in his methodology.
One potential Saw was that he apparently did not oSer subjects in context conditions
sufBcient time to complete and conceptualize their assigned tasks (i.e., read and copy
deSnition, then create meaningful sentence, or sentences, using that word). In contrast,
subjects in the read-only conditions were oSered ample time to complete their assigned
task—reading and copying the unfamiliar word and deSnition several times in an attenqyt
to learn the material.
Another potential drawback o f Dempster's (1987,1989) methodology may have been
the use of spaced presentations o f to-be-leamed vocabulary. In particular, the eSect
spaced presentation may have had on subjects' learning might have overwhelmed
Dempster's (1989) ability to Gnd the Generation BBkct. That is, subjects in the read-only
conditions may have beneGted tremendously 6om spaced presentations, as their only task
was to focus on the words and deGnitions. On the other hand, subjects in sentence
generation conditions reported having insuGBcient time to thoroughly process the word
and its deGniGon because they were required to write meaningful sentence(s) (one to
three) using those words with the same time allocation as the read-only subjects. Both of
the aforementioned concerns about Dempster's (1987) methodology were addressed, to a
greater or lesser degree, in the current study.
Presentadon times in the current study were suGGcient for subjects in both the
sentence generadon and deGnidon generadon condidons. The pacing o f presentadon o f
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the to-be-leamed materials was determined through pilot studies. Subjects in Dempster's
(1989) study were eventually afforded 30-second presentations o f the learning material.
Through pilot studies, the current researcher discovered that 30-seconds was insuGGcient.
The present study oGfered subjects 55-second presentation rates. Inspection o f subjects'
input products revealed that, by and large, they had suGGdent time to complete their
tasks. In addition, subjects were offered only one presentation o f each target word and
deGnition.
With the above concerns addressed, it could be concluded that the generadon o f
meaningGil sentences facilitates vocabulary learning. At the same time, it is unlikely that
this difference is due to increased effort. Recall that subjects in both o f the experimental
groups were asked to rate their perceived difGculty o f their assigned input task. The level
o f perceived difGculty did not differ between subjects in the sentence generation and
deGnidon generadon groups as evidenced by a r-test between group means of ratings.
The differences in performance o f the groups in the current study might be explained
through a levels-of-processing approach (Craik & Lockhart, 1972). According to this
theory, information can be processed in a number o f ways and the depth o f that
processing inGuences the durability and strength o f the memory trace. This depth o f
processing is believed to &U on a condnuum G"om shallow to deep. Shallow processing
leads to weak memory traces while deep processing (e.g., semandc based or meaning
based processing) leads to more stable and enduring memory traces. Craik and Lockhart
(1972) explained two types o f rehearsal that lead to differendal depths o f processing:
maintenance rehearsal and elaboradve rehearsal.
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Maintenance rehearsal involves rote repetition o f an item's auditory representations.
This results in shallow processing, which in turn, results in Gagile memory traces.
Subjects in the deGnition only control condiGon o f the current study engaged in rote
rehearsal. Thus, they likely processed the input information on a shallow level. That
may explain their inferior performance on the three cued recall tests.
Elaboradve rehearsal, on the other hand, requires the learner to engage in a deeper,
more meaningful analysis o f the stimulus. This type o f rehearsal results in deeper
processing o f the input infbrmadon and, in turn, stronger and nmre stable memory traces
(Craik, 1979). Subjects in the deGnidon generadon condidon o f the current study were
presented with meaningful sentences (including target words) Gom which they were to
extract meanings o f target words. This required them to engage in a meaningful analysis
o f the presented material in order to perform the assigned task. The more meaning a
person extracts Gom a stimulus, the greater the depth o f processing. Thus, it would
foGow that the task completed by subjects in the deGnidon generadon condidon likely
resulted in a deeper processing o f the input material. Recall that although signiGcant
differences were not revealed between these two groups of subjects, when compared to
subjects in the deGnidon only control condidon, deGnidon generation condidon subjects
consistently performed better across time.
Subjects in the sentence generadon group likely engaged in even deeper processing o f
the input infbrmadon. In order fbr subjects in the sentence generadon group to perfbrm
then assigned task (i.e., generate a meaningGil sentence including the target word) they
were required to engage in a meaningful analysis o f the input infbrmadon (i.e., target
word and deGnidon) that was somewhat different than the task required o f subjects in the
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deGnidon generadon group. The generadon of personally meaningGil sentences required
these subjects to de the new vocabulary to personally relevant and meaningGil
inGarmadon. Thus, subjects were putting the irdbrmadon into their prior knowledge
stores in ways that were meaningGil to them. That is, by providing their own
semandcally rich context sentences subjects in the sentence generadon condition may
have almost automadcally made the target words and deGnidons meaningGil and relevant
to them. According to the self-reference effect, a topic o f the levels-of-processing
approach, this would result in deeper processing and thus, superior retendon (Rogers,
Kuiper, & Kirker, 1977). The self-reference effect indicates that people better recall
infbrmadon nWien they have related that infbrmadon to themselves. This hdps to explain
the superior perfbrmance o f the sentence generadon subjects on the three cued-recaG
tests.
DeGnidon generadon subjects consistently, though not dgniGcantly, outperformed
deGnidon-only control subjects across dme. This might be interpreted to mean that the
learning Gom context approach to vocabulary acquisidon is better than providing words
and their deGnidons alone (Crist & Petrone, 1977; Gipe, 1979). Due to the cridcal nature
o f the deGnidon extracdon task, it was important to determine the level o f accuracy o f
subject-generated deGnidons. Thus, the deGnidons offered by subjects in the deGnidon
generadon condidon were analyzed and scored as to their accuracy. Completely accurate
deGnidons and deGnidons that were near the meaning o f the target word were given a
score o f 1 and deGnidons that were completely inaccurate were given a 0. Post hoc
evaluadon of accurate meaning extracdon in this condidon revealed a mean score o f
19.24. This means that the unfamiliar vocabulary words were correctly defined by
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subjects 87% o f the time on average. Thus, subjects were able to accurately extrapolate
intended word meanings Gom the context rich sentences.
The &ct that the deGnition generadon subjects did not signiGcantly outperGarm
deGnidon only conGol subjects should not discount the potential beneGts o f a leamingGom-context approach to vocabulary acquisidon. Granted, the diGerences in
perG)rmance were not signiGcant, but they were in the predicted dGecdon. The value o f
the learning Gom context approach in and of itself has been weU estabUshed (e.g.,
Jenkins, Stein, & Wysocki, 1984; Nagy, Herman, & Anderson, 1985). Learning
vocabulary Gom context has repeatedly been shown to be superior to learning vocabulary
by being offered the word and its deGnidon (e.g., Cnst & Petrone, 1977; Gipe, 1979).
This has been demonstrated in direct tests o f the two methods with coGege students (Crist
& Petrone, 1977) and elementary school children (Gipe, 1979).
In summary, there was signiGcantly superior perGarmance o f sentence generadon
condidon subjects over deGnidon generadon condidon subjects and deGnidon only
control condidon subjects. Subjects in the deGnidon generadon condidon consistently
outperG)nned deGnidon-only conGol condidon subjects, though without signiGcance.
Superior pafbrmance o f subjects in the sentence generadon group was Ukdy due to the
deep level of processing required by their experimental task. Their assigned task of
creating personally meaningGil sentences enabled them to de target word meanings to
prior knowledge. This is interpreted to mean that offering learners the opportunity to
write personaGy relevant sentences, which include to-be-leamed vocabulary words,
signiGcantly enhances vocabulary acquisidon.
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The nonâgnîGcant per&rmance advantage o f deGnition generation condidon subjects
over deGnidon-only control condidon subjects was likely due to the &ct that
extrapolating word meanings required deeper processing than repeatedly writing the
target words and deGnidons. The more meaning a person extracts Gom a stimulus, the
greater the depth o f processing. The task o f repeatedly writing the target word and
deGnidon was a case o f rote rehearsal. Maintenance rehearsal involves rote repeddon
and results in shallow processing, which in turn results in weak memory traces. This
would explain the inferior recall o f the subjects in the deGnidon only control group.
Though deGnidon generadon subjects did not perfbrm signiGcantly better than
conGol subjects, they consistently outperformed them across time. I f the power G)r the
time-by-treatment had been higher, signiGcant dif&rences conGol and experimental
groups might have been observed. Thus, the learning Gom context approach to
vocabulary learning is interpreted to have value and deserves Grrther attendon in research
associated with the principles o f the Generadon Effect.
Limitadons
The current study had three obvious limitadons: 1) limited power, 2) subject pool
peculiarides, and 3) considerable variability on the dependent measure scores. The
absence of a signiGcant dme-by-Geatment interacdon was not surprising, as the power fbr
that interacdon was incredibly low (.145). This was likely due to the subject group sizes.
This may have affected the potential emergence o f the Generadon Effect. Peculiarides in
the subject pool were related to the sample size, and thus, power. In addidon, subject
pool issues may have contributed to problems beyond the problem o f power.
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Subjects employed fbr the current study were accessed through the Department o f
Educational Psychology during the 2003 spring and summer sessions. During these
sessions, graduate students and faculty had difGculty Ending subjects to participate in
research. Study after study was posted, but few subjects signed up. Some researchers
even directly recruited in educational psychology classes. It is likely that students opted
fbr the alternative to participating in research— completing article summaries. During the
semesters in question, the articles to summarize were available online (e-reserve). This
made it possible fbr student to view the articles Gom any Internet capable computer.
Thus, they were apparently less likely to participate in posted research projects (A. J.
Corkill, personal communication, September, 2003). Subjects vdio did participate in the
research, including the present study, appeared to do so reluctantly. Thus, it is
appropriate to question their level o f moGvadon.
Finally, there was great variability in scores on the dependent measures (immediate,
48-hour delayed, and 21-day delayed cued recall) fbr subjects across all conditions.
Recall that the maximum score on the cued recall test (regardless of Geatment condition)
was 22 points. Scores on the immediate cued recall test had a range o f 2 - 21, on the 48hour delayed recall test scores ranged Gom 1 - 2 1 .5 , and the 21-day delayed recall test
scores ranged Gom 0 - 2 1 . This may be indicative o f moGvaGon variability on the part o f
study subjects. The wide variability may have also affected the potenGal emergence o f
the GeneraGon Effect.
In summary, the current study had three apparent limitaGons: I) limited power, 2)
subject pool peculiariGes, and 3) considerable variability on the dependent measure
scores. Had there been greater power fbr the Gme-by-Geatment interacGon, more willing
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and motivated participants, and lesser variability between subject performances on
dependent measures, the GeneraGon Effect might have appeared.
Future Research
The fbUowing secGon includes a discussion o f several approaches that might be taken
in future research. Each w ill be discussed in turn, fbUowed by a summary o f the potential
research possibDiGes. First, the lack o f power in the current study and how greater power
might lead to different Endings in future research is briefly discussed. Second, possible
research combining the deGniGon generaGon and sentence generaGon tasks is explained.
Next, the potential value o f a design change incorporating the scores on the Verbal
InteUigence test as a blocking variable is discussed. Finally, the idea o f comparing
perGdimance o f subjects in a deGniGon only group offered spaced presentaGons to
perfbrmance o f subjects in a sentence generaGon group offered single presentaGons is
discussed.
The power o f the current study was apparently limited by the sample size.
ReplicaGon o f this study with a larger sample might better effectuate a generaGon effect.
A replicaGon would also help to determine the extent to which the sentence generaGon
and deGniGon generaGon tasks lead to learning unfamiliar vocabulary. The task o f
generating a deGniGon Gom experimenter provided context rich sentences was
interpreted by the present researcher to be a more authenGc generaGon task (according to
the Generation EG&ct theory) than the task o f generating meaningful sentences including
target words. Recall that the accepted deGniGon fbr the GeneraGon Effect is that there is
better recall fbr material that is self-generated as compared to material that is simply read
(Slamecka & Gra^ 1978; Gra^ 1980). The deGniGon generaGon subjects actually
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generated the meaning o f the word, whereas the subjects in the sentence generadon
condition generated meaninghd sentences using the target words.
People oAen use methods similar to the deGnition generation task when they try to
extract meanings o f unfamiliar words Gom context. It is likely that people also use
methods similar to the sentence generation task. That is, someone who knows the
meaning o f an unfamiliar word might attempt to help another learn it by using it in a
sentence. Then the learner might check his/her understanding by oGenng his/her own
sentence including the unfamiliar word. Because it seems that methods similar to both o f
the generaGon tasks in the present study are used by people who are attempting to leam
new vocabulary, it would be interesting to invesGgate the results o f having the same
subjects use both generaGon tasks in an attempt to leam un&miliar vocabulary.
This new condiGon would be a deGniGon extracGon/sentence generaGon condiGon.
Subjects would be given a nch context sentence Gom which to extract the meaning o f the
target word. They would then use the target word in their own, personally relevant,
meaningful sentence. This would result in a two-fold generaGon task. The relevant
quesGon, then, is would this two-fold approach lead to supenor performance, or a
stronger generaGon ef&ct, over either o f the single generaGon tasks.
In the current study, scores on the Verbal Intelligence test were used as a covanate.
This allowed fbr the conGol o f individual differences in verbal ability between subjects.
An alternative approach would be to use verbal ability as a blocking variable. This would
enable the researcher to determine which generaGon condiGon, if any, leads to better
learning o f subjects with parGcular levels o f verbal ability. It is possible that people with
lesser verbal ability would greatly beneGt Gom one or the other o f the generaGon tasks.
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while people with better verbal ability would perfbrm well regardless o f assignment to
generaGon or read-only tasks. People with higher levels of verbal ability are likely
already efScient learners, thus an introducGon o f a new strategy (i.e., generaGon task)
might not make a signiGcant difference in their level o f perfbrmance.
Perceived potenGal limitaGons ofDempster's (1987; 1989) study were previously
discussed: insufGcient time allocaGon fbr subjects in the experimental condiGons and the
spacing effect beneGGng the read condiGon subjects more than the experimental
condiGon subjects. The current study supported the noGon of those perceived limitaGons.
A further invesGgaGon including spaced presentaGons fbr control condiGons versus single
presentaGons fbr sentence generaGon condiGons might determine whether Dempster's
(1987, 1989) studies suffered Gom the Act that spaced rehearsal virtually always results
in better retenGon. That is, it might determine if spaced, maintenance rehearsal is as
beneGcial as the act of generating personally relevant, meaningful sentences in the
retenGon of to-be-leamed vocabulary.
In this type o f design, the spaced presentaGon group would see each o f the unfamihar
target words and deGniGons and repeatedly copy each word and its deGniGon. These
subjects would be exposed to each target word and deGniGon three Gmes (spaced) at 20seconds per presentaGon. The sentence generaGon group would be presented the target
words and deGniGons one time and would be allocated 60-seconds to generate a
meaningful sentence using the target word. The companson of retenGon between the two
groups would help determine whether Dempster's (1987,1989) results were confounded
by the power o f the spacing effect. I f the groups A il to differ in perfbrmance, then it
would be necessary to address the Act that it might be just as beneGcial to engage in rote
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rehearsal over spaced presentations as to engage in single input elaborative rehearsal
(sentence generation).
In summary, several approaches may be taken in future research: 1) the creaGon o f a
combined dehniGon/sentence generaGon condiGon; 2) using scores o f verbal ability as a
blocking variable instead o f a covariate; and 3) comparing perfbrmance resulting Gom
single presentaGon o f generate tasks and spaced presentaGons o f read-only tasks.
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APPENDIX A

OVERVIEW OF KEY EXPERIMENTS
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bomflAt^
generating are not
localized A the
mterword
organization of
mput semences,
but show an
increasem
intraword
organization as
wdl. In
generatinga
sentence,
conpared A
reading one, a
subject must pay
close attentAn A
individual worrk.
Evidmice that 6A& 7 A graders as
well as college
undergraduates
exhibit the Œ .
The positive
transAr
explanation does

notap^.
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Study
GhataA
(1981)
continued

SrAjects

Matmials
(Anderson et
al., 1971).
Three
additional
Gller sentences
were used.

Conditirms
sentence A indicated ifd A
underlined word properly A the
smrtence.

Recall
sdbject noun of that
sentence as targcL
Both tests were given
A all S's.

Results

McElrqy &
Slamecka
(1982)

Umverâ^

Exp. 1
60 Paired
associates: 30wordpairsA
30-nonword
pairs.

Eip. 1

Exp 1
Recognition test: S's
A indicaA ifitem had
ppearedatirpuL
Task allocation: A
indicaA ifitem had
fqpearedasreador
generaA at irput
CrmGdenceratir^s
A r the above.

Exp. 1
G E A r words on both measures,
but not A r nonwmds.

Eip. 2

Exp. 2
Within-siAgect ActorsRead: same as above

Exp. 2
Fiee-recall test- Five
stur^-test trials.

Exp. 2
N o G E A r nonwords. Sig.
efkctsAr trials.
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under
graduates
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30n(mwoid
pairs

Within-sulgect ActorsRead: S's A read aloud the
stimulus Areponse
GeneraA: S's A produce
(pposiA A r each stimulus word
A use letter-tranposition rule
A r nonword stirmilus (all A be
said aloud)
Between-sidgect AcArsTimed: 6-sencon(bper
presentation
Sdfpaced: Subject paced

Contribution
Findings rule
against cognitive
operation involved
in generating have
aspecial
rrmemonic value.
GeneraA
advantages m i ^
beattributedAthe
compreherKAn
hypothesis:
genmating
retpdresthe
subjectA
meaningAUy
rqnesent A
integraAthe
words of a
sentence.

Erp. 1
Evidmrce that the
G E Asmnandcally
based.

Exp. 2
Evidence that
generatAndoes
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Study
McElmy &
Slamecka
(1982)
continued

C
(g/)
o"
3

Subjects

Materials

Conditions
Generate: same as above
Trials: 5 study-test trials

Recall
Timed at 4-nûrmtes
pertesL

Results

Contribution
notalwi^ result
Abetter retention
(Exp. 1 & 2 show
r x ) Œ Ar
nomvords).

E)p. 3
2 lists of 24
Dtmword pairs:
12 associated
by rliyme rule
& 12 by lettertianqxisition
rule.

Exp. 3

Exp. 3
Free-recalltestFive study-test trials.
Timed at 3-mmules
per test.

Exp. 3
N o C E w i A r % m e or Imtertranqxisition rules on any trialor
aooss trials A r nonworrb.

Eip. 3
Evidaice that the
rwmsemantic
nature of material
might lead A
absence ( ^ G E
w i A nonwords.

Extension:
MAti-trial Gee-recall
tests

Extension:
( E A r both opposites & rhyme
rule word-word pairs. N o C E
A r word-rxmword pairs.

ExAnsion:
Findings
AconsimmnwiA
lexical activatirm
view

CD

8
ë'

3"

3
CD

3.
=r
(D

Within-subject ActorsF w all S's: items p«seided
twice, Era m read & generate
Armat, & t k n A read Amnai
Rules: letter^ransposition w
rhyme.
Tasks: Read or generated
Trials: five stu(^-test trials.
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Extension:
Nonwordword pairs
associated by
rl^merule
Word-word
pairs
associated by
(ppositesA
rhyme rules

ExtMKKm: 8suhgects
Same as above but w i A singje
test trial

Exp 1-3 &
extension:
Evidmrcethat
beneGts of
gemmation a m rmt
an automatic
consequence of
Aeactof
generating.
BeneGA are likely
(at least partially)
due A the
AvolvenKntof
semantic menAty.
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(1987)
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Subjects
University
under
graduates

Materials
Ep. 5
38 vocabulary
terms and
deGnidons.

8
cq'

3
CD

Conditions
Ep. 5
Nopresentadon baseline: S's not
exposed A words beGne testing
Comrol: Aree-spaced
presentaGons. S's presented
with word and deGmdon
3 CorUext: three paced
presentaGons. S's presented
with word anddcGmGon arul
three context sentences AcAding
the word.

Recall
Ep. 5
Sentence-cued recall
A r 19 iAoM (given
Grst)
Word-cued-recall test
with added
AstmcGorM: ifcan't
deGneword, try A
wriAscnteoocumng
word. Both tests
were timed at 10minuAs.

ResulA
Ep. 5
Sentence-cued recall test was
redundant across groups. The
control groip perArmed
marginally better than 3sentence context grop.

Eqi. 1
Read grorp: S's received
stimulus & reqxmse w m d s (Grst
& third associates) A copy
GeneraA group: S's received
stimulus & letter cues of
response word (Grst & third
associates). S's were A generaA
the repense word & wriA both
stimulus & repense.
Cued recall & Gee recall groups.

Ep. 1
Free recall S's given
5-mindistracter task.
Then A Gee recall &
wriA repense words.
Cued recall S's given
20-mindistracter
tadr. Then A recall
response words G o m
sdnmlus word cues.

Exp. 1
a) Sig. main efBactsGn encoding
task & test type, & sig.
interaction of those. G E larger
A cued than Gee recall GEsig.
A cued, but not Gee recall.
b) Sig. interacdon A r testtype &
associative strength. 3""
associates sig. better
remembered w i A Gee recall &
1" associaA si& better
remembered w i A cued recall.

Ep. 2
Same as E p . 1, except cued

Ep. 2
Same as E p . 1
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Hirshman
& Bjoik
(1988)

Universily
undergraduates

14 Grst
associate pairs
& 14 third
associate pairs

3

Ep. 2
a) Sig interacdon A r test ^rpe &

CorAibuGon
Ep. 5
Failed A Gnd
evidence A
suppoGvariaWe
encoding
E p . 1-5
Evidence A
stpport that recall
was not sig
afkctedby
manipulaGorM
designed A afkct
thermmberof
retneval routes.
Evidence A
a p p o G paced
prcsmitaGons A
voc. learrnng
Ep. 1
Evidence that
(med recall result
A sig larger GE.
(Cued recall m o A
sensitive A
reladonal AcArs
than Gee recall.
Item-peciGc
explarmdon under
lexical activadon
hypothesis not
sufBcicmt A
e p l a A GE.
Ex. 2
Analyses of

■o

I

I
■o
CD

Subjects
Hirshman

(/)

Materials

CondiGons
recall tested after 48 hours

Recall

Results
encoding tadr. GEsig larger A r
coed than Gee recall. GEsig fbr
coed, but not Gee recall.
b) Sig interaction A r test ^pe &
assodadve strength. 3"*
amodatessig better
remembered Gir Gee recall & 1"
associates sig. better
remerrAered A r cued recall.
c) Sig main ef&cts Gir test Qpe
& encoding task. Sig better
perGirmaiKeAr cued recall
Generated items sig. better
recalled. AdvarUage of generate
over read on 3"" associates fbr
Gee recall.

ConlribuGon
results G o m E p .
l&2sbowedthat
G E A Gee recall
was reliable.

E p . 2 extension
Same as E p . 1, excpt only
informed Gee recall

E p . 2 extension
Free recall (mly

E p . 2 extension
a) Nrmsig advantage of generate
over read on l" & 3"^ associates.
b) Compared A conAioedresulA of Gee-recall results G o m
E p 1 & 2. Recall sig better A r
A exAnsion than A E p . 1 & 2.
Type of test did not interact with
encoding task. For all 3 Ep.,
G E was sig & 3"^ assodates sig
better recalled than 1".

E p . 2 extension
conGnncdwiA
remits G o m E p .
1 & 2, E p . 2
extension revealed
thatasmall G E
advarUage shown
A G e e recall with
between-sdyect
desigtL Evidence
that one-Actor
item-pedGc
theory, such as
lexical acGvaGon
notsufBdent A
cxplaAGE.

Ep. 3
Same as E p . 1, excpt that all

Ep. 3
Same as E p . 1

Ep. 3
a) Sig m a A efkcts A r test type

Ep. 3
Evidence A

&Bjork
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(1988)
condnned
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Sdyects

MaAriais

Krghman

C/)

W
o‘
3

&B)oik
(1988)
oooGnued

CmidiGons____________
S's w c A A only wiiA the

Recall

Results
&enoo(hngta&. Sig.
interaction of the two.
b) Sig. ( E m cued, but not Gee
recall.
c) Sig. interaction of test type &
associative strength. 3"^
associates sig better Gee
recalled. 1* associates sig better
remembered m coed recall.
d) Sig interaction of micoding
task & associative Pength. Sig
interaction of Gee recall &
associative strength. 1*
associate m the Read cond. sig
bdter Gee recalled than 1"
associates m GeneraA crmd.
e) Numerical gaieration
advantage G n third assodates.

ContnbutÂa
support two Gictw
(item pedGc, &
stimolus-reponge
relation) theory.

Ep. 4
Same as E p . 1

Ep. 4
a) Sig main eGects Gir test type
& encoding tadc. N o interaction
G n the two.
b) Œ sig Gir Gee & cued recall.
Larger A t coed recall.

Ep. 1
SenterxA-cued recall
Gir 19 items (given
Grst)
Wor&cued-recall test
w i A inanKüons: if
can't dcGne word, try

Ep. 1
N o sig difkrerxA between
groups on either measure.

Ep. 4
Evidence that
within-sdgect
designsef&ctuaA
larger G E than
between-subject
designs. Large,
reliable Q E m G e e
recaU w i A withinsubiect design.
Ep.
Evidence that
poviding
contextual spport
Ails Aenhance
vocabulary
learning S's

Aponae word.

8
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3
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Exp. 4
Same as E p . 1, excpt that
enoodmg task (read, generaA)
used as within-Gubject AcAr.
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Dempster
(1989)

Universi^
undergraduates

Ep. 1
38 vocabulary
terms &
deGrntxms.

E p . 1:
3-paced presentations
Crmtrol: provided with words &
deGnitxms
Context: povided w i A w m d s &
deGnidons & admd A covertly
g m o a A sentences using words.
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Study
Derpster
(1989)
oontimied

Subjects

Materials

Conditions

Recall
A wriA sentence
usingword. Both
tests timed at 10mimites.

Results

Contribudon
covert geiAradon
of context
sentences did not
enhance learning.

Ep. 2
Same as E p .
1

Ep. 2
Same as E p . 1, excpt twopaced presentations

Ep. 2
Same as E p . 1

Ep. 2
N o sig difkrence between
grops on either measure.

Ep. 2
Same as E p . 1

Ep. 3
SanAasEp.
1

E p . 3: one presentadon
Control: provided with words &
deGnidons & asked A wriA
themsevmaltin^.
Context: provided w i A w m d s &
deGnitAns & asked A wriA oiK
A three context sentences using
the words.

Ep. 3
Same as E p . 1

Ep. 3
ResulA Avored control group.
N o sig difkrence between
groups on argr measures

Ep.2
30 wordnonword pairs

E p .2
All S's eposed to listprior A
pretest, & received 14 blodrs of
training
Read: presenAdwithword A
copy, & then nonword A cpy.
Process rpeatedaOer
compldionoflist.
GerAraA: presenAdwithword
A copy, A then generaA
nonword, then given normord &
A chedc accuracy & make
corrections vAere necessary.
Process rpeatedaAer
com^dedonoflisL

Ep .2
Word-cued recall
tests.
Pretest: immediately
aAer Grst exposure.
Posttest: afkr
training
Retention test: ouewcdraAcr training
MrAmonic
quesdormaires: S's A
rportuseof
nmemomcs A r cadi
item

Ep.2
Œ A r posttest & retention tesl
Sig main ^kct A r test
reSecting learning A r m pre- A
posttest &Argetting G o m
posttest A retention test.
M a n y S's m read oonditAn
rported trying A g m m a A the
nonword b e A m being presented
with it. Amainefkct A r
internally generating read S's
approached signiGcance.
N o difkrence m rrmemonic
scores between groups. For read
condition them was a sig
correlation between m n e m o m c
use, internal generadon. S's
who rported A g b mnemonic

Ep. 3
Evidence that
requiring students
AgeneraA&
wriA context
senteiKesimQ'
interkre with
vocabulary
learning
Ep2
Evidence diat the
GEcanbe
extmrdedA
instances of
learning rAw
material.
Evidence A
support procedural
account G n the
GE, wbcAtho
critical facAr
leading A a
generation
advantage G n
learning new Acts
or skills is that
cognitive
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McNamara
&Healy
(1995)

University
undergraduates
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McNamara
&Healy
(1995)
contmued
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Subjects

Materiak

Conditions

Recall

Results
use & internai genaating tended
A score higher.
Using m n e m o m c scores as a
covariaA revealed that
generating enhanced learning
beyond any efkct of mnemonic
use.
Using training condition as a
covariate, showed sig. better
perArmance A * S's who used
nmemonics.
Using rrmemonic scores as a
caAgorical variaWe showed that
read S's with high ouKrrAruc
scores (who also tended A
internally generaA) scored
comparaWy A generaA S's.
T h e m w e m a sig. higher
prportion of correct responses
AxitemssrdyoctAsemantK
nmemrmics. Allowed by
nonsenmntic m n e m o m a , & then
onics.

Contribution
procedures be
devdopedat
training&that
these pocedures
berdnstatedat
test.

APPENDIX B

VERBAL INTELLIGENCE ASSESSMENT
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VBPage 1

Vocabulary Test - VB

This is a test o f your knowledge o f word meanings. Look at the sample below.
One o f the four numbered words has the same meaning or nearly the same
meaning as the word at the top.
Indicate your answer by circling ON YOUR ANSWER SHEET the number in
&ont o f the word that you select.
Attempt
1-run
2-hate
3-try
4-stop
The answer to the item is number 3; therefore, a circle would be put around
number 3 on the ANSWER SHEET.
Y our score w ill be the number marted correctly. There is no penalty fbr
guessing. Try to answer every question.
You will have 10 minutes fbr this test. W hai you have Gnished STOP. Do not
go on until you are asked to do so.
MAKE NO MARKS ON THE QUESTION SHEET

DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE U N TIL ASKED TO DO SO
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VBPage2
1. rancor
1-forbearance
2-ridicule
3-malice
4-bravery

7. prolihc
1-scarce
2-producing abundantly
3-reckless
4-speaking profanely

13. diverge
1-reveal
2-chant
3-distract the
attention o f
4-differ or turn ofF &om

2. raucous
1-empty
2-quiet
3-smooth
4-harsh

8. opulent
1-party
2-wealthy
3-happy &ame o f mind
4-semiprecious stone

14. evoke
1-take away
2-anger
3-connect
4-bring out

3. gargoyle
1-oil
2-medicine
3-carved waterspout
4-ugly building

9. coercion
1-conspiracy
2-strategy
3-restraint
4-attraction

15. pertinent
1-relevant
2-lying next to
3-necessary
4-bold

4. recrudesce
1-puiify
2-renew activity
3-lack refinement
4-crush

10. hiatus
1-animal
2-calamit
3-dread
4-gap

16. holocaust
1-entirety
2-destruction
3-saintly
4-price

5. specious
1-plausible, but
not genuine
2-noteworthy
3-class or variety
4-roomy

11. germane
1-microbe
2-contagious
3-relevant
4-di@erent

17. piquant
1-mellow
2-Gsh
3-pungent
4-cloth

6. bauble
1-bubble
2-showy plaything
3-idle tÆ
4-confüsion

12. perfunctory
1-fundamental
2-fbrmal
3-superScial
4-carefùl

18. hrmament
1-foundation
2-heavens
3-strong
4-glue
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VB page 3
19. bizarre
1-market
2-convendonal
3-odd
4-imaginative

25.tacit
1-tactful
2-elaborately developed
3-unspoken but implied
4-clever

31. pecuniary
1-involving money
2-esthetic
3-trifling
4-unusual

20. moral
1-ethical
2-esthetic
3-mental state
4-weak

26. harbingal-fbrerunna"
2-well-tailored
3-fbruneteHer
4-port

32.camage
1-Sower
2-small eagle
3-slaughter
4-antique

21. implacable
1-subdued
2-relieved
3-uncertain
4-relentless

27. panegyric
1-medicine
2-denundation
3-sports event
4-laudation

33. subservient
1-arrogant
2-submissive
3-undermining
4-unnecessary

22. paradox
1-ornamental box
2-question
3-infectious disease
4-statement that says
two opposite things

28. cryptic
1-grave
2-escape
3-hidden
4-pretentious

34. trepidation
1-fear
2-watering
3-means o f travd
4-surgery

23. bigot
1-foreigner
2-cynic
3-intolerant p«"son
4-insect

29. descried
1-described
2-scolded
3-saw
4-denounced

35. delineate
1-Hmit
2-straighten
3-omit
4-depict

24. sumptuous
1-luxurious
2-sweet
3-credulous
4-cheap

30. querulous
1-questioning
2-complaining
3-noisy
4-agreeable

36. preponderance
1-statement
2-dominance
3-body o f water
4-thoughtfulness
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APPENDIX C

HEXAGON WORD M ATCH PUZZLE
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PUZZLE 3-S
Hexagon Match
place the leven word: Into ttie tiexogon* *o that each letterwillmatch the letter Inthe odjocent hexagon.
All the words willread Ina clockwise direction. One letterhas been entered to get you started.

CARTEL

PROFIT

CIRCLE

RECALL

EITHER

SEARCH

PREFER
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APPENDIX D

RECALL TESTS
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Please attempt to deGne each of he words below. If you cannot
define a word, try to write a sentence usin^ the word.
Ciide Confidence level

0 25 50 75 100%

1. Nadir
2. Holm
3. Burgee
4. Odium
5. Tam
6. Cognomen
7. Cordite
8. Nexus
9. Eclat
10. Cacophony
11. Farceur
12. Amulet
13. Enigma
14. Thaumaturgy
15. Amanuensis
16. Proselyte
17. Foible
18. Ratine
19. Canard
20. Travail
21. Buskin
22. Loggia

0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
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Please attempt to deGne each of he words below. If you carmot
deGne a word, try to write a sentence using the word.
Circle Confidence level

!. Loggia

0 25 50 75 100%

2. Buskin
3. Travail
4. Canard
5. Ratine
6. Foible
7. Proselyte
8. Amanuensis
9. Thaumaturgy
10. Enigma
11. Amulet
12. Farceur
13. Cacophony
14. Éclat
15. Nexus
16. Cordite
17. Cognomen
18. Tam
19. Odium
20. Burgee
21. Holm
22. Nadir

0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%

0

25 50 75 100%

0 25 50 75 100%

0
0

25 50 75 100%
25 50 75 100%

0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%

0

25 50 75 100%

0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
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Please attempt to deGne each of he words below. If you cannot
deGne a word, try to write a sentence using the word.
Ciide Confidence leve]

0 25 50 75 100%

1. Proselyte
2. Eclat
3. Farceur
4. Canard
5. Amanuensis
6. Foible
7. Loggia
8. Ratine
9. Thaumaturgy
10. Enigma
11. Tam
12. Travail
13. Holm
14. Buskin
15. Nadir
16. Cordite
17. Cognomen
18. Burgee
19. Odium
20. Amulet
21. Cacophony
22. Nexus

0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 SO 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
0 25 50 75 100%
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